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A Marxist answer to some 
frightening questions: 
b a "population explosion" 
tbe world's main)danger? 
A planet too crowded 
90 stand on? 
Will mass sterilization 
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' A number af eminent dignitaries and scientific'author- 
(& 7 
, ities have beeh seeking to arouse a lethargic public to d 
' i t  new menace - an'enemy of formidable character, perhaps 
.'. the most < .  dangerous America has yet faced. 
t6 . - This enemy is insidious. He is not armed with H-bomb% 
- ' rocket missiles, deadly nerve gases, nuclear submarines, 
' ,/tanks, submachine guns, %fles or even bayonets. He uses 
none of the weapons to which we have become accustdmed 
and which Congress can handle by passing appropriations. 
This enemy's major means of attack is nothing but a mouth 
and, at a certain stage, a set of teeth. 
This seeming paucity of instruments of dkstruction 
' should not *leadp one to underestimate the new foe. He 
employs ultra modern' methods of warfare. Without a for- 
mal declaratidn of hostilities, he simply moves in, often by 
- surprise. H~ takes over sometimes with amazing rapidity. 
- He uses infiltration and subversion, boring into the Amerii 
. can home from within, counting as his allies in these treach- 
erous techniques the most respectable people, our doctors, 
nurses, mothers and fathers: 
This enemy has already occupied the cribs, nurseries - and playgrounds of America. -I 
t Lest this sound like war' hysteria, let me quote fr& 
.an article that appeared under a e  headline, "  BUMP^ 
BABY CROP' HELD THREAT -TO U.S." Her 
warning about this advancing horde which Prof. 
-'. A. Paton of the University of Michigan uttered befor 
House Ways and Means Committee Nov. 30, 1959: . ' 
'/ - Y .  .;A 
"Our coniinuing bumper baby crop,, coupled with present 4 , % 
fendendies both to prolong the period of childhood and provide ; 
- for earlier retirement. have added greatly to the difficulty of : 
maintaining our present per capita living standard, to sap 
nothing of an increase. The essential factor at this stage ' 
is capif a1 formation." < 
' i  
- Dead right! What America needs is a lot mare dollars, 
- not babies. We must never forget u~hat's precious. 
And if you tend to think that the difficulty in main- 
., taining our standard of living might be due to inflati~n, 
to the cost of wars we've fought and h e  going to fight, 
to the insistence on an ever higher level of profits, o r  to 
- -.J 
. i 
af;ai&&at it is already too. $ate.' , 
' : &f. 'Cowles' startling mkssage was .sent over the F: -. 
I ;.!;~~&~~pes . to every major newspa3p;er in the country\Jap:. a, 
- ;::,*$&o. : ft appeared in. the press in the following .sucrci~&$'~ .; 
: d - p- . , 
>:; , + .8r.F $.q~atemen-t: "that men multiply at a geometric rate w&,! . . + .,$. 
~ 4 '  production can only be incqeased at an -arithmeH@ . ,* 
' :$ate.." .. " , 
; " I !  :+:f . 
A < *  
q - ( .+. ,* 
; $i2;T).,. UP1 did not report what experiments with runaway: #. - 
. ~ y ' m  ,fertility the learned zoologist had performe-Cto - 
.A, ,: ' , 
+ - ,$$$a& this frightening scientific tionclusio~. Perhaps. the 
b'< 
kq@&i'firernment slapped,down tight, security regulations. ~ut'.' 
?ii:'@& i .- did report the professor's gloomy prediction: 
' ,  . .- ' , U 
i 
.I  I .' : . u, - "As a nauralisf I can. came &o only one. cpn.clta&n w k h -  . :. 
i f .  .'& $$art ne rasonel solution can be achieved h Sme to avbtt L: 
", ' ;&sw&a fO both wildtge and man himseli." ' \ -- /- 
ot clear whether Prof. Cowles meant that gbp:.. -- 
e man Would ma up eating everythi& arithrneti%-;- 
dmg wildlife, and then perish from famine; or whe%hers* 
' w ~ d d  be a disastrous race laetweezi geometric man andr 
qually geometric wildlifq for a common supply cxl3 - 
metie food. The final pickre as the curtain descends . L. 
eem, nevertheless, depressingly clear - man and cock& -' 
- f J  oia;ch in:countless biliions on a barren earth fighting cheek: _. 
j%@l for the last crumb. 
- b  - 
Gere are sake, ef tedive' '&uotations from ' this admirably .: ' 
C 
- .  
> jcid missivq: , 1. , , I .  , . % 1 
\ ' < C  L ,  , 
#I ~ a k $  .$be GF),@d. q w s a  af &----;: {aha; 
.%8WQ,0U~.GOO), ial8 !&& prken~_ . darrbling ' iaie  am^ every - . 
fiB$. ye-)+ ahd- pajec~-- -populafion indalr61y -iafo fhe . - 
fuitue. W e  see 4 ~ 3 . b ~  f s y e a  ZOO0 f here will be I.BOOMQ,OmF 
people, by f?ae ~$ear.2@50dfb~re will be 8 , 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 .  .aid -so - - .  
oii Before fen wnturies will have passed,. our descendants. 
, , 
c;6t$bi on hiwing 2(30.0b0.0~.~00 neighbors - which is slightly 
- m.k fhan Shb number' of square feet -of land surface on ear2h.r , 
i&li.@&ing &he Seuth Pole,.: &he Sahara Deserf andt Mot&& - 
-.. t j-+:LC,.'P: ' .  a E$ereat.Y . . .  ,5i, ;?, I ' " 
n%'k 
isDon't smile; That reveals nothing but a refusal on yo-: . - . - part ,to .face reality. 1i you won't heed now, just "sit .-tightt " 
I for yet another thousand years" and see what happens. As-  
Pgbf. Bradley notes, havirig wisely anticipated the ' p 
. . 
reaction of the ignorant and the light-minded; "th 
$kt& be 2,000,00O4peop1e per square foot." * 
' .;:i.,,That ought to bring y*u up short. Wh 
to1 do with that problem in your la 
&<fi 
'2t3W0,QQO :people into one square foot? Obviously, y 
%gree, it - would be ph3;sically difficult; not to ,speak of 
;bbjections you'd get from the 2,000,000. Therefore, you've,': 
. got to- make more room. How? Prof. Bradley says that a 
--.-nx!mber of C!angress, 'described as a "student of space,?' 
-$qgg<sted that the extra people could be shipped off td 
-: other planets. "Let's look at that," the physics -. 
coolly suggests: 
. . : :~i . :~s8Ju~ -+st  30 d n t a i n  the present staus 
$a export 1008UO0 persons each day (presen 
Aiisuming each person weighs 150 poilnds and is per 
c a w  an additional fifty pounds of f d  dofhes 
0 .. 
, backs, find that the daily cargo comes to 
' .--tons - approximately the weight of a Libertp ship? 
{ .  
: -P, Why this , expert on population explosi 
&houifl send valuable food, clothes- and knickknacks 
'outer s p a y  along- with. the excess humans is no€ clear; ; 
~reudian -might -%scribe it to an unconscious streak : 
humanism that broke through to the surface. F d u n a  
I .  
-it was not strong- enough to block the stream of &en 
thought: $s&'c.,'*... . 8% 
d ;eQQ$ ,I<, ...- - 
.;?The Congresskan would do well to get his bill agbproved - 
- . d, for if if iq delay fifty years (while peoj)le ponder r w&ze to gef enough fu 1 for this program or where-to fidd - 
a hab-ke -plw@i the M y  6 r g ~ i + ~ ~ ~ ~ v & a v 9  , ,"7;-*%; . , . i n v d , - f o  v - ;. 
20fiQO Mr. - -&fir y7!. ? .  >+;%*: .. ...-- - d t l  -,. - - - -+d ,  .v , >  - 7 
:Clewly.wk C, n face an enemy of baffling nature. ... Re see.* - 
&I have'b~ewhed our- d+fens&,'in such subtle fashion thaEf - .  
~e:are-scai&Iy a w ~ ~ d  af m h f i ~ ; ~  hu&tb@ .danger, High 
e e  that & .  b&st;l&'&i.ii&g&; is;;i6bw-y6f I r, .wx.;h :&s&P~n& !+g$i5  $;:if. : *. , :-be i-pb 
',mrmsal*~ 5 < .  L .. . , 
I - .  . . ,ii.k~,,@i=$"tss. $*i+?3, :':.;:.. ; ,
* ; f . * . 
7 -, 
, :; .:,;%@ debatkbie wheth&*. W& v&i7 of t h o ~ g w  di&b$eb . 
;, &.~~biir--pra~slem; is-+irprbprtion to. ihe-quantitati~e iq&l. ' l!l6*&er, :%efore *we. consiqer some of the reprebentatiyqi . 
< -  "! ,* . bqgtributions;.- we should perhaps note that although'. , 
T*Lt.. ,  the 
pras .stumbled upon some time#+a,@ tt 
eat publib urgency, at leastein the-u~$ik2 - 
recently; in fact, not until 1959 when -t&& . ',,I. 
: *.!+- race for the. White House began to warm up. ~j,:::, : : 
$;'; -i 
, . Ib  
I r .  
- 
4 .  . - 
' r5.:-?;6s. Then it took a form somewhat ri~vel in . A ~ ~ ~ E G ~ O ~ - <  > ,' %*: ~ . 
,: pdlitics. Each p*ksidential,' candidate in the. news;* .. 
?"'. ab-tly required, to state publicly what he thought ab&;; 
I c l : - , '  
.-I. -, +@ti , 4 . -I .gotmmment fostering enlightenment ,on' ooatr5rj'. . 
ceptives and 'the granting. of money firom the U. S.  rea as&: ' 
.- x*; '. - 
- ..%I .~$~Btilp . . the rest of the world zlse them. 
- . .  ;s ' f ;  
. &  
, +e-.-*5ilg. A presidential committee headedd by Major Generi&:.. =. , ,-:I:. , .',!: 
- . '."~.'T&UaniADrapci~, , , - .  - - - which had been se_t. up ts study U.i 
+ ,  suggested in July $959 that the gover 
poor countries in programs to cut daw 
fib., The use of public funds for..guch %id-. . 
by the R o m q  Catholic ~ i s h o ~ s .  Since ~ne \ :~&~~. ,  
; $he prominent presidential aspirants of the ~emocr;ti& 
- :,-. : party, John 'F. Kennedy, happens to be a Catholic he. w$$: 
- I-! qtmpelled to; state his views. '. He did this with admit I- 
, :: ~pxivocai'ion, as did. the other leading candidates. ) ' . Rr.;;i,;.: ., 
.a, .- 
b , , ?  - ' 
. t !  In this way the problem of wha't to do aboGt preventing-:. 
. 
I -.-:-%be population from spilling off our planet a thousand - 
t & r  4;: ,- - _ 
:>. years from now became mixed with an. issue of quite dS&, + 
, ,-?. j i  resent . ,, character - the fundamental human right of ev9y;- ,, . . 
' .l.j,rohq to scientific inf armation about birth contr~i and mddi.l;":q 
.. r 
;- UP, I  ?ca$,' . assistance in its practice. gs-drpm,Gi &&$& <?:, q . . 
- ?':'$&: . . .-A The distinction between the two issues, however, yvqp . * ,  . 
%,!obscured in the furor that hit the press, and. some curie@&,? , . - '  
. r ,.' 
, 'bixtures of reactionary nonsense and -sage advice ,-madp:':;. 
' 
&&adlines. ~r #gg;;q!$;2, A >+*+ I ,. A 
, I  
, -;2?::42F..For .-  . . instance, Pape John XXIII condemned the '%B$? , .  ;;*~~neoas. . A -, doctrines and the pernicious: and deathadealimg: . . 1 
:: 2:. $@$lods9' of birth control. In the m e  breath he- maiht'af - . 
~ ~ ~ @ & :  - ,, - ,  
. . ..*a>. . .C 
-- - putting the wealth -that is pMuced at everyone's disposal, ' 
did, ,hat hdicate by 
h@d,y desirabl6-goal be achieved on earth. ~eftainfk 
- it'worila- s e a t t o  tak& mo$e than failure to practice bikh 
conk04 no matter h0w ccipiitent, to win an economy' 
aburid&qi. ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ < ~ ~ + ~  ,I 6 , or k?,. 
'$5haip 7imswers *to the ' Roman catholic positioakp- 
,$&ad with commendablct p r o m p t n e ~ ~  A typical one wBs' : 
qyde by John T. Edsdl, Professor of Biological Chenhistrg;" .: * 
&;~aI?rard university. He sought to pin the pious Bishops . 
$@m to @e real .issue; that ,is, what do we do a thousand 
, . 
,, - YE&S frpm POW? y2i,.ys ;&&&. -+.L'd. -2::. t +: ' 
*. . --. 'In letter tta the editor. of the New York Times h& 
ai:$ued that .emigratiohf- to less .crowded areas is out. Thb 
:h&d been suggested by the Vatican's American spokesmen. ;,. 
150 yew; Edsall pointed out, Some sixty millioli pkple, 
einigrited from =rope to Amkrica.  day, metier . ; . 
t$tb po$ulation is increasing .by some., fifty million each: 
. >.' * .i l- . , . . :. f,;xz AK "Even if we find the means to support a 
, ,  *fen or fwenfp bilk= on this plan&, do we 
- norld? I belie- fhaf the best spiFifual development of man- ,: 
' &$qd requi+ee upen s#~'ce, access* to wild. naiu 
' *  I . . 
, - i 
% - - - -.williaA Eity, an @he&t and former resear;&@??:: -'. ?.;I 
, ..: : director of the Planned Parenthod A S S O C ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~  of herb& -, ;":; 
- i.e-ded to- the Roman Catholic position with these words: I *  :;i:I: - 
. ' $  - , $ . I 6  , ! . . - ' "The church's attitude t oward the uses of sex in m d  . :. .Is, 
. - .  a riage is aa appalling Procrustean bed which reminds me df - ,  : .-: 
. Orvkell's 1984. wiih its state-approved 'goodsex' and sfatp- -'., ;: - < " - f .  
7 : ' punished 'badsex.' " - .  .. . - . 
, . 
This atheist view appeared to be shared, pergaps -YI&$." 
- .  
:-- inconsistently, by .a leading Protestant, Dean JBhn C. sen- ..-! 
- nett of the Union Theological Seminary. He /denounced 
-','rhythm- method" of birth control. This practice was ap 
Z k  .proved by Pope Pius XI1 since it does not involve the use,-,:-'-:, 
, . 
, pf mechanical contraceptive devices. Dean Bennett corn- ' . 
- ;5  
- ,  'There are enough, problems in marriage wiihoui hav& " 
. . . 2his. one." In his opinion, fh6 requirement in the ihyihm ?..''-;" . . 
- :. *. ' -method for periodic continence deprives marriage of one 6f . >,. : 
Us goods. -I. * , - . . - x 
- Bishop James A. Pike, the Protestant Episcopal Bishop- I - 
1 L:. of Califdmia, took a more open-minded, if somewhat- prag- -. 
. matic, attitude to the question. He challenged the federd : b- - -., - . 
I - government to initiate a "crash prograrh" to perfect the I: 
-.:. rhythm method of birth control. - - .  . ., 
- dJ 
 he challenge, made over a nationwide TV broadcast; . -; 
'. "The Population Explosion;" was accepted the very next - ' 
day by a spokesman of the National Institute --of Health, a - . 
federal-agency. "If a lot of scientists think more research ,its. 
, )  - r needed into the rhythm m&hod,'they may -get in touch , .  . - 
with us." Applications, it was announced, will be referred .* i 
- ,  
.to an advisory - committee for consideration and recornmen; I,.-;. 
dation. ,. .- . 
=+ : 
-- , . 
.The Pearil i.i.~unts to! Our Way of Life, ;,.: , 
-, - .  The efforts to arouse the public to do something 'about ,: 
- --preventing the human race from multiplying o fast-have : 
- pot been favored with much success. Even the prediction!; : 
, of- a planet so crowded that standing room will bd -a$ .%',;':'; 
*- . . : premium does not seem to have struck home. ~Cl rne~bw I: ?.- 
& babies will. k o m 0  w.gr&t th& W e  aglague , 
they- will devour all available food. * , I .  
a ,  
I - : . .  
& m b . ~  of authities seem to rewgee  this weak?. 
, I:. 
r' ." 
in o m  psychologicaI defenses. against .the human baby 
> . - .  . 
y; - - 
, .  5 -,. . , 
kvp.'th'erefore, sou&t to shore,'them up by showing 
t:- \, .the- new foe threatens all we hold -dear,, The Hugh 
; r+- m e  Fund, for &tame, '&I a free. pamphlet; ''%he{.. 
, . 
& - ,  - .  , :&gpt&&i~n Bomb,? 60nsiders hum'm fecundity in relation , 
1 L ?  
i b  .b peawe anT communism: ; 
C I - .  
F - 
I 
+- . 'Htrad.eds of e , o n s  of people in She world ars hkgnp, * 
: . - 
, . . &a ,m&g dkparathn they are bcraasingl~ ruseepfible t~ Cam- . . m* pbpaganda .- .. 
! . .  . 
8 ' .  - .  . ,*.II; S. saxpayeri carinot feed ihe wtxlel. .A& much as w& 1 
8 .  ~ 2 : ~ d . ~ h ~ h d p ~ e - ~ h ' l r h ~ y ~ ~ & w e - ~ n o t e ~  ' '  
: . de?;f the pz6bh,m w2th dollars. . . ; , - -. - 
11)~lap!uIa3i.on - bomb t h r e ~ m .  to. meate ap ev- 
row aq the exglozioa of the H bomb, and aifh 
ence on prospects . for p z q k s s  or &astgs* wac i~ 
- "But while the Hrbomb is only being stockpiled, the fus6 .- 
' . of 2 b  pwpuIatio$ bomb is already lighted and bmng.  
a-  - 
' 
S w  &pi adds 335,000 people to fhs population. -of this 
. 
pilaln&*.. . < .  # .  
'ak, Snae is fo be The peril mounfs daily. Our. w*, 
. atlife, if not the actual exisSence of ourselves aaad our chil- 
ldrea is at stake: 
: lkkgaret Sager, the noted advocate of 'pranned par- :'$ 
I . '  -,\en&aod,--who has fought for decades for the public's right. --2 
. to free access to birth-control information .and birth-controk . 3 
devices , ~ u t e  in a letter to the editor df the Ne . 
. . Times: ' .  
- . 'Birfh control, family planning-and populagon UmitafSon 
- are most important in any effort to bring real peace in fhe - 1 
woabl. Less population will bring less war. Fewer people . - 
- .  
5- -means. mare peace.!' \ . . 
I - .+ 1 
, 
+>-Y - ' VBk ciGL this no$ to discredit the goad work Margaret - ' 
. 6angk has done in fighting against reactionary views and . 
'ti-;,;,,.,g~ctionary .- laws om birth .control, but to' skiow how the - 
.->,- '  * 
c -  : A @pc@mbtion expl9sion'~uestionis being' brought intd;cmi . 
af;;-. economic gnd political isbues. The late Dr. btoinette 
' 1 * IC&k~w pf'hston, who pioneered in America'in the figh$ ,,.+ . .. 
~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ i v ~  .attitude. toward birth conhl ,  w d d  haveJ 
1 
c - .  
- .. *.< 
- b, ' I  1 , . ... d l )  Lawreme Fertig, a ~cripps-~bw:ard c61unini$tFL VQ@& . .; .. 
:.I-.  . . ? . \  , ;a -/I . :Op'&O~ *idely held .-rng* capit&st econo&$s: s . '- : 
- .> -4, ' .  
.' -  - - - 1  
. . # Z & k a  disagree ine solution bf . ,piaii ". ' '.: - 4:- , .. . 1 
,, .-*- .wpr19mic problems .m the p r i d  f&y, but fiere is onk&ab- : . L 
I 
- ,  
I ,  
:. 'm an whiufi fhere is nearly unanimous agreement. Thaf-?& ili. . . ' -*** - + 
q .  -. . 
..We. pp;e&e thaf ooverpopulaf ion .is the greatea fhteb.; k&zq,:. .- 
- ; I - iemzmdc progress and the maintenance of polifical rfa$illf$',yy L *  
r .. 
, . . - .*'!masf of ' &he v r l d  jodapel This * issue cannot be aeoicle$ :-. , , :-- . ,  . , . - -  
- push&i uider *he rug? ,- - .----- -I .- . . , -. . 4 '  - * - 
If babies cdnstitute ihe, threat" to eeoq@d. -. : 
' % 
. ;  *'Pioge~~ and po~itical stability,,it would indeed seen$-inritd- ., *: 
' . - ,  
. >. - to sweep the issue'. under *he -rug. We had b& , .: 
.*,; ,'- - -  
: -. $ ~ U S  major 'attention on it. Fertig evenr suggests an:-&itHg' - - 
3 - . . ority. we might profitably co~sult . amioing the econb&is.~r$; ' ,' 
7YFIi-e tendency for populatio&s to outsum the fo&d iap-$l$ ] I 
, . 
- iwas brilliantly discussed over  160 years i g o  'by. thb' &xi$.: ."" 
I -. 
?Gt : +Thomas ,-. (,*.. - Malthus. in his ' famcjus Essay on ~opulat6&,'f ;&To OC - 
- 1 C  I -;will ,. . fdlow that suggestidn -af t&l surveying $hes vievrrs~d . ?. *. .. .- .$ ,:
- -'--- :%day'$ authorities. - - * b ~ 
'. 1 ,  
.. - . - . Dr. Alan F. ~uttmac&< dhief obstetrician at'Mt. 9jhd. ' I -  
. .  - Hospital in New York, says in a book he just publishedi. "'.. - , . I . ; :  - 
$ .  .. 4; - r-. 
I, r a -  
. *: 
B 8 ~ e c k l ~ ~  ppuIafion **growfh wi&mf parai~.i economid . ,: > 
. 3- 
i 
A - mowth - . . . ,mBkes.- for a ' copstant .lowering of the stanged. - - . ,  . - . -  0 f  living. Such a, decline, with its conqornifaht mountid$ . . 
$ %-, , 
*-- poverff zind huljger, leads to political unrest. 
;. - . . i- 
I, - - ' ; "Today Eind oi unrgst inevitably delivers a popa- . 
q -  -oh -to some isni; wkether it be communism, fascisni-:~~ ,: 
I ,  . .  . Pan- Ajabfsm, 'and deans h e m  away from democracy." F + 
. < -  
, : i  A . . f 
0 ' :- . .- . -: It's *amazing that modern babies, ' if born in + silfficie&d : 
-:. - &quantities, should be inclined to. easy weiining awa$ frd$$-'+ 
4 2 & 
; - , -d&mocracy-and toward some ism, including Pan-Arabih. -. 
--+ .. : 
.-'. - 
bbt the head &stetriciah of Mt. Sinai Hospital must havq,-. 
helped brKg a lot .of them into this world arid tliyhefo*& ' F.. ,; - 
-. -> ? ,  . $hk &ithoritativeness of his .view seems beyond queitibh.:.-: - .  , .  '- 
".- - ,I 
X U  
, - -2Moreover, he is qot alone in his conc~usions~ Joseph $: tj 
l.:;' $pengler; Pofessor- of Economics at .Duke ~ n i ~ @ r d g ~ ; i  :.I, 
- ~gybdd. itgee, at leait- in part: - . '. .'-r . .-- , . r t c  
- C . . .c.. .- L .-r 
3 :  , , ' t -  . - , rz- / * J  T t L  ,>A , . .  , ' >  - . ,*;k,F ' - +<; %+;6,l. ,' * :, ;, ;-'q 7 - ' \ * L . s < , ;  , .7 ,: , , /  ' : a . L .f,.%;r4," - - . f ' f  ,: , . - - '  I ,  , . * - , . ' . .  ' , ,- .. ' . ' I- 1.7Y.2,*\;*:, 
' :" 8 *. I,' -7 - / .  ;, , < .  - \ " .  . 1 ,* . t 
"'( - . & 4 ;*..,7 !. -1  *& - - I -  - 
I' - - 1 t-. -+, +.- .. . 8 .  
/ , - I >  ' < ;  vl; < . 
I. . I 
- < 3% 
,& .$ 
:-. *-.%a \ C$ 
'*,a . . - . ,*$ 
I - I*-*:- dltgwin ,- tae-Qvez. - * .: 3 . .. . .:,*: 
- &anw i* i, t&&-p?iIlv%ie and.#Ifo '- u , ,T - .  . . - 1 . '  
- - zagwy sll~U@r: me.- I 1 
, # p Q @ d ~ i f ~ * . w  a ? w m F b  M ~ X F . ~  - - - 
come 20- feel frtasfrrd:ed, and ihir phr into the bands sf- .- 
- U l e G - V  ,. 
' -€her -emeat a u t h o ~ i t ~  sees even grimmer p@p& 
' 
-. bilitiesi Robert Cb Cook, president of the Population Ref- 
- .  - 4*-.e -Bwau, Piaks "nothing is more important to. the , 
.-*&me af t&e human race than world-wide. understanding . - 
. . ' &e - dangers inherent in too rapid population growth" 
. R6 cbnt-huek \ 
+- 
"Failure to curb this growth in 'mderdevelopod ~ous -~  - 
Mes will warrely impair economic deve1opmen.i. Unless liping 
. ''Iefelr - improve subst anfiall y, economic, + social and polifical 
. dddaratim will be followed by chaos and greater mberp. I 
"Democracy could not pessiblp survive such. a debacle , 
a t I 
er misery, famine, the end of democracy, the 
f communism, war, chaos - these are what stare + . ,  -' 
, I,& tatthe face if we don't succeed in getting the underdwe'li-- 
oped.countries to cut d o h  on births. That's the way a 6  : 
- impressive number of authorities size it up. It would be 
&m+sided, however, not to note a dissident opinion. - I -  
Mrs. Helen .Dorsey, president of the Dorsey Company; -' + 
:-- - - m f l s  that' the business of supplying the immediate needs. - 1 
of 5abies passed $4,000,000,000 in the United States in 1959-.- 
I - Fu-tace prospects, she thinks, are even brighter. She p w  - ,: 
. diets that the -current average spending on each child, < 
during the y d r  will amount to $l,Oi)O.: 
L- #, 
It- can be argued, of course, that this is a slap-happy a 
o&*k due to prejudice.. The Dorsey Company happens. to 
. - bi. the catmt*y's.largest rnanufaetmer of plastic baby w w .  . . 
However,. more ob j ect'ive experts can be cited. RicFiard , - .; 
. J&uHm takessa rosy view in the New York Times: 
. --- -the po~uIarfi~d 'expIosion8. porkad for .the - 
., a?k#aSW? y?- Overseas, if s h e  mean a *rermena~m - ez investment, apedaHy in unde1:deveItapd - 
B P e a g . . .  
, , 
33ack home, the impetus to ihe e&iomy from the sheer ; 
eddifidr of mudxrs may. prove ewm mare dramatic." 
. . ' Rktter submits that this 'is not, - solely his i nd iv id4  I - opinion: ' - - 
* ..' - '*re seems little doubt thpt - berril5g a major inter-. - , -. 
. .'.#-- &ax - the growih in w o n  wiU largely- didat6 - -  
4 . 3 %  * . 
( osservers are referring to the fo;rShe~miirg d e c i e  as; : ,, - : 
. . - ,  'The Soaring Sixgies: - "Fbe Golden ,k$a&ies,'-' T&e ~ a h u l w  :. ' 
# r 
Sixtiqs.' -0ao- Zo~emwb .am being .made bp tbR d a e 4 f . w . ' ~  ' 
' .  7 
; A lot of problems mudt be solved beside the little- ' . 
;of avoiding a major international war, a utter admits. ''BM; - 
-as of now, at least; the consensus is that the 'problems will 
- 'be solved - with far-sighted planning as the key' :ai It 
-%hat the Sixties will be genuinely an era of spectacda. 
-g~owtk and prosperity." , . . 
One wishes that Rutter had told us more about how30 
achieve the planning that is the key to handling the rising 
population; unfortunately he ran  out of space 'and .,was 
barely able to mention it in his lait paragraph. 
& 
h.. 
Such optimists, it must be emphasized, are decideilly 
m the minority. l 
' . 
, . . \ 
- What can be done to stop babies from making any 
furthkr inroads on mankind? Some of the best minds 
; Ithe capitalist world are'working around the clock on t k d  . 
, 
fateful problem. Time is of the essence. If the foe manages 
4 to keep -up his present frightening rate of birth and our 
]death rate remains stagnant, by the year 3960- this srn-all 
planet will have a 'population of 2,000,000 per square foot. 
- ,All the experts agree that this would be too crowded. 
A way to prevent such ~atastro~hic~pil ing up of bud - 
'mans was suggested by Stephen Enke, Professor of Ecw 
- momics at Yale University. In a paper read at a meeting d 
the ~mer ican  Economics Association, this learned repre 
:~eritative of capitalist thought proposed that underdevelop - 
':ed countries cut. down on babies at once by giving cash. 
f :b,~uses to married couples who practice birth contxol. 
This could be done, Professor Enke held, by paying 
. -  'husbands who requested sterilization and wives who did 
.:riot become pregnant for long periods of time. 
. . A seeming barrier to this angle is the poverty of the- 
- ' undekdevel~~ed countries. The obstacle, however, migm - 
. . prove insuperable. Congress, which has learned a& - --_ 
' 'mirable alacrity in handing out- tens - or, hundreds of bi& #.: 
;-. ,Boris of dollars from the public treasury for .deadly: nerve 
.. gasesj H-bombs, atomic pig boats a n d  s h i l i r ,  Clkistia1~a. 
, 
might be persuaded to offer a geniiikaus sub- 
8 4  - 
'meant he could never father children again." ,- ;;% 
' 
:In contrast to this somewhat discouraging fieid rePo& :j 
&ev previously di$ed pamphlet, "The Population ~onib'* *!iF 
tadres an optimistic,view:' 
A 
. 1:. P' 
--.- 
: .I ,. . - I : : .  ' 
,i$:.Fc "Male sieriiixafion - vasectomy - is a simple pracerf;umtC;. . 
one American surgeon '~11&est 'It may be done easily, rap*(-.$ 
paiatesdy: The patient walks in, will& . ouf &- ga&s ' C r  
abuf his 'affairs. No. after-care is necessary, no hospifgfra* i:;, 
fi?Slr/ 88 h , +r  &* '? 
-?I We are assured, in addition, that "It dues nat zt@q$ja 
s&xual relations 'adversely and not to be  confused wit&# 
- . 1 a: 99 A,.$$ . - easzratlon,-- 
"' People with an inclination criticize- 
' (?? 
barping way - and what -sin is greater than that? - emthy-! - 
peint to the fact 'that mass sterilizati~n of male hum&s% 
$-- advocated only. for underdeveloped countries, nbt th$- 
'United States, and that this is. much like the "mast& rgi~~!'q 
$&iness in Nazi mythology about sterilizing the Jews. TI$$?$ 
-criticid shares the fault common to such one-sided pieEaLg 
- ..of,flaws: it overlooks what the true exmrts real13 advokat6*/ -'$ 
i: p P.. lEhp population problem is  "unrelated to color, 
i!px$grabhical ,&. 4 location," explain the authors of 
r ,-l y. .'! 7 . 5  r. 1 1 . ~ ~  . -? s ; A '" ,:@pq$itiofi. were outstripping oi& resqwces. .- ." ' ' ? . , ;:? :. ,.. ; .-: -.-- ~it? ,  ,,€?hark& Darwixi, -  ranti is on of the . ~ a r w &  .'of ;&& 
:ii&%@-nt Wm.b?' '!Jt could apply to <th& 
. < ,  . .  
- 12 i -J" - b4 'i * '  3 
9 . _ .  1 .  . < 
- \r j -  < , ,'d 
.I.. c 
*is'':. . . 
. , - .: < r L  -,,me fo&sighted gi.ands& df ch&& -narkin b&&@&; :.i - :" 
* ,-;;-. 
; -. , ,  &iit : a :good birt6-control d&ke for use on a .  world-$~3;d&i -. , L:- 
/ I *  
. - 4i,";$&3e J .  is "'he be& economy fbr the human race you c*ddj',i:" .. . . , t  -, r ' _ . ,  " - -L . - . -  - !.>, 4~ 
,.~:.@jj.$ibly get.". , % . . - - P a  , ,: , , - , (  ,,ab& 
. . .,;-7-I L- - - . i. * G .  . - 5 ;r; :L' 
. . .  
3 - -  / . * > , a  j - -  4. .; C 
%: ' "Bur y*u8ve got tb have, ant edu=ational system. YQUIV~ ?:, 2; pA*.i<-;i-.'- 
.: ':r8. -i:'agg- t i  teach a billion ,-. &$; :, . . - &-least billiqn - grown-up people.' 1 :-;-+'::I 
:';;-:,.,.f:'".hmw 'to use it. Well; hbw many men can a man gducaie? .% : . . .  ''i 7 ,, - - : ' $ ,  '' ' !-'-I Sa~asmd, .  someYhg of that kind* Ybuzve , got t o, have OVW- a,; . :. :,:- -<.:': 4 . 
. qzdl@~rn ieachers -just to show people how to -use ahis.. Y*':: + ,- ', 
I -,; -, <?$**t 9 *+ , i;;f thai going in 50: yeaxa. ~d ips out." - '. ,. . .. ., . . . . .G ,.- 
-. 'IT: " 
: i:; ;-,Thg. eiltire current. birth-control program is in a. blin&~- .-: : 
;:;. I%.  4J$eY! ,mat's Sir ~har les '  at artling discovery. The n&tw~@~.i.: :!:$ 
+'t;G$idity of men was overlooked and along with it -the": - i':?: 
A ,-. 
. b%agg&iqg problem -of educating them to see that their: % .:" *;+- . , ,*.'-JL3 ,-. + 
j#rst duty .36 the human race - k %O learn how to use a good .'- 
. ,  ( 
i .. 
:: . & '  ;-: 'b%rtfii-p6ntrol. device and to pwer fdkgkt it at the criMc$l,, -:: 
,. . ,  .n)~ment. , .  q - I  - - . ,-: .\. 
7: .& . 
-,. ;, -.*. . ;-& 
,, , Such a *discokery might 'dismay scientist of Zeskr zd -. : .. 
:'Yd;tature. . a. But not S$ Charles. Fresh -appraaehds must :be& :;*: 
/ I .  ( 1  ; .$fi($d! I .  - > A . . e 
r . a  . : 8 - 
. , I > , \ . : j , ,  .: ..- - ' "1 would like to hay? a &em ef ttaxatio~ -- and if: would 7 :; -5- 
d . .  :have 30 be sftack to for a Cenfury or so I- iii which the richer,. ; :-- > :: .. 
-. ', : :-*owL age, ibe k r e  induce* YO& h a ~ t  to have -children/' -: d l  *.. -., . ,_ I. 
- +  - - c 2  ( 
. +:.: That might be an q&itingUcontest, t& rich whi tes~6~: '~~{  
,:,;zths yorld trying to outspawn the poor whites and an' .th@<, 
&+~h~&cks-and : .- .,. yellows. But wouldn't- such axace play into th& ' .- .r\i': b ' ,I-: 
= . *Ka& of the foe we set - out. to conquer? Sir Charles 'ig n'6 : . :< ,&r 
,C. ,  1 .. 
He dismisses ' .the proposal asyuilTrealistic. - "I do%!ttt' ;.- - :-: -. - .  
it. t h e  way political opinion i6 .goin$+ <-i 2":: 
* .  . . * .  
., < ,. '< 
, r a y - .  
- 1 -  $;.+:rc?- 
s population be' seat t~ ether 
e y  believes not. 'Youqe got .ii#Ye;:::-i ::: 
. 
- A  . --  -;; 1- .-..$.:?:~~-j< -4- 13- *- - . -. L, '; . .+ . . <. . -?-a '-;:&:2';>. . 
, - * . , :  ' * , '.<5+>{ 
.a- 
. '  . -  1 . 
: 
8 %  ' > ,  > . . . - r 2 .. 
R:%'%g , : e,A;z~;y r : ' TMs' w d d -  seem to - qnct any hope of keeping dawn,, 1 
*' 
. fy7 . I< . .,* -. me ppu.3~:ati~n. E yon c a n a t ~ e e p  tmck.the,~ by-dmppin~'. - ;
; a .  , .: f l E h $ ~  - a pap&M -- we~g tfvee gears;, m> 
@ )%. 
5 seem to' be invincible. H ~ P  one-; 
$$',r , ,- open: . . 
?$$:*: ;,; 
&$::-. :- ' ' 'Thee1! of couke, is also. *he b g e s  of om pewdhilitp? If? 
2-*,- 
kc1 -$ .- . -7- 
* p vtnt and cfesf~oyed the whole bumrur race, aWaWf - 
:,s -\ : &  .*a - Wm f lbe pogulafioa problem" 
r . - 
2,4)b n 
. That3 a joke our-genera#ion a d  readily appreciate. h:.. 
8: . m&m- warld, which 2wts. - advanced so far Ergnh: the . . 
kq \<- , . 
, i , & ~ ~ ~ u s i t y  of' he cave, we n d  never feel 
0.:): 5- isw ruler& 'cbhg somethirig like that. And if tJr7: :\ A 
' .  spn re& assured it will be' done in the best interest $$,- ', 
.id.. ,. - ,tja!e bunk rake. , , 
I .  . -,',-., 
, i 
ee,-.L- I?;:. . A I ~ S E  hastic solution, which experts like sir c 
, . dl.; Darwin might weH consider, is one offered by-an a 
i .gIr -libik&bn's r&~" Ayub Khan. He is reported by Time - 
:f.;-;; 3 3 ~ ~ - e  to have "sighed" one day: 
$'-< , ' - 5-,* - - ;- . 
2 ~ : I  
"If our population continues to inkease a 
$..> , , : . 
.-. i)'d*.we will soon have natbing to eat &ad wil 
i - - : , .--als(l" 
J . '  ,>,.. ., , . ' .  - 
-y-' - - - . - : W e  ito not seem to. have made muck headway in L~.;<, , . 
".id) -- . 
- < -  ; ap&bbY campaign. The experts have succeected only in - 1 \, 
-;&. . , tkmonrjtra-ting that th6y know of .no means which itr??-+ 
2, , &ice will lower the birth rate sufficiently to save owl, 
&an. being over.&- 53 humans withip t'm t . 
d ta less than standing room - &a$ < 
out aH we have discovered is that promi 
population : k w  keeping- w d e n  . , 
their husbancls.on a. mass scale - h- 
,./. *,-14- + ' ,% . , .  I .  , - -  .&-. -.': . , -[*- ,; .. < -a .-,,' - J >  ' .? 
k* < . . *& 
* -  4 
L ' l L  . '  ., 
/ 
C . -  
L , . 
-. :me;rj,tual wo~ld-wide *comrnun$st victory. . a .,* 
4 ,  - .  ,- 
. r , Before *passing' on; sadder and not much wiser, it mi@@- 
--.; : ! be wefi to pay * call on the. authority whom so ',&+ex$ ' + 
',-:' apopulatim experts tip ' their hats to, the 'Rev. T!kmma+ . 
- 3Ebbert haalhus (.1?66-18334). It could be that the -fie& ., 
- - ~4M@ltfr&sians arb not doing justice to +their.prophet9s &mri@& 
Le't's check a. sample statement from the original: &A,- 
\ , .   he c a w  which I i&de8 is the Fon~ant w&encq9h 
-'. all aaimatad.life to increase beyond &he ndruishmenf pteparea ,. 
* I  for ijt . . . .- 
?- - ''It may - safely be p r o ~ c e d ,  fhereiore. that p&Piihv ' : . 
. L. A 2 . ~ ~  
I. k - ,tlan. when u r c t h e ~ .  gas on doubling itself every +fnaf'p-.' ' 
. :&r 'pears. or m e a -  i, a-geomeiri'cal ria* .. . . . , 
1 "Id m y  k faiz-l~.pmm~~ned. fherefore. thstte qmsi&&mg ,>- , 
- -UP 'preseaf aver- state of the ,earth, the msans of su]b%k~ 
fence, under ci~curns~ces- the, m W  favoW1e $0, h u k  
3n%usiry. toad no2 possibly be niade fo dcrease.fasfei tw 
"Sn an a&hme$ical rafio. 
 he mmessary effects of thee fwo differens fates d t. - 
4$ncrmse8 whek luought fagether. will be very .. . .. - "Taking &e whde earfh. insf@ad of this island. emigsskkm : . 
~.ld of COU~W. be exduded: and,, supposing the presma$- ' 
population equal to a thousand millions, /fhe human species 
. j . w d d  inrreare &he n e s  1. 2. 4. 8. 16. 3% 61. 528. 25& " . . 
:and st~bkienaa qs 1. 2. a. 4. 5. 6, 7. 8.9. In fwo cenhmbs fb . \? .population would &U the meps of  cub^^ -as 256 2580 9: ' 
- I .inq'three c e n M  as 4.0% to 13. and in tffo thousand  ye^ .' 
She difference would be afmoat incalculable? % . I 
Sound modern? -Evex ultra mocfern? You rni&t,'*.T . - 
' b o ~ s e ,  take an opposite view with some justification - &IS - ' 
. -:aorni~-age ditors seem tq be push-overs for aaything 
' [' 
' \ - $ b k n e e  buckles and a powdered wig. It would seem : B t t q .  . . 
. :.. %gb&eva, to moid such ,a disrespectful a-ttitude;'ixnd;h&e? : ~ : 
. *ztend to the Reverend the benefit of a modern approyd - v 
. -2, 
' d ,;.- .I- d m h  . as his motlent view$. deserve. 
> ;;. b 4 - 
, ,  , Psgkhoax1at1Hs sh;hb;xld flad the good 
A . c d m s  %bnk e*ts 
2did ~n& 'engage in' this;- 
;until his mpiagre at the age of 3%. 
e was 5 ~ n ; b m t  bf what @E birds ~i31d-~the 
rthat his' ptimary-iMmt 
+ T s b  < . *.- . . - 
- 9' . A . I- 

;:;p 7 2-, . 
". :;,. y = .2 - .a . < , . %  I 
J * .  C .I ' , p;.{ . > ; . : Y ~ $  *-,: --. .faunid , bjsd. .; 
adlC&aund. rather- painful. - However,,' iWeaed of t i&rhg 
d .  @$a, as might have been .expee&d, or dwelaphg qeu: . - - .  S 
. -&ion0 ' of fhe &ad+.' ; 'Pho iap&imti~lj:. , of- hk doctrines, 
: too, made by i i . b f  rjfi.*~,yilh@::fh+:e@;Bd of dircour- . 
aging all 'a&m' quirt, !$hFB&@d ; i ~ ~ % p i r s ; ~ ~ + i ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ i r z  CWmers - 
- 'PelFie'wo : ri*fim.::pPd, 'p*b$'~~l; ,4iifd@ ;a1 +a?. Mbe- 
~ ~ a l l y  . $+ NIrt . ~ @ P ~ & ~ & ~ $ & , ' Q C - ~  aond~ wn @* -,* ~ I n a " : , , ' ~ $ ~ ~ ~ ' a ' a ; , @ ,  kh<.,BbrM of e0113fO* 
b d  w' .q" ;4qij;.+,&&4':&& bo, 1- & 
I -7 a .  r -  n 
- - fhin* a b5-/*&.& *dri; :.*:'@q",.! $5; . ' ; L $ * ,  ,&j ;d;: t>,'+q,- 
.A . . -. ,;-' . , > - . .  _ , -  .a . 2 6 ..r, .:?&r ,  , I \  ,: From ' the f&&e id*&&&, l e ~  tbbat, nott much c o d 4  
&nee :can -beiPl&&- hi hlthits' piopr)siti~m: 
. . IP fire , c & c e P ~  of M.Lthur and his 'followem **a -sia$b 
social i m ~ r f e d i n  b-%d s c h  p ~ r f e n t o u s ~ ~ i o r t .  a.1 
.reactionary pro 
; - ofthetime-as 
October 1917 Revolution in Russia. 
_ than his distingoished discip1.e Sir Charles Darwin. ' We 
. refrigerators soon except the chromium trim. 
'How long w i l l i t  be -before famine sets in? 
shouldn't be hard to figure out. Yet, strangely enough, 
mbst devoted modern-day advocates of Malthus' views se 
~eluctant o. predict even an approximate date when can- ' 
nibalism can ,be expected to begin. Why is this? A 
- . The truth is that a careful check of our food* supp 
; Jeads us tq an amazing discovery. 
.1 . . 
A Brand Nbw Foe Finishes Malthus 
sight, at least in the United States. In an article "Ch 
Revolution on the Farm,", published in the New York 
!Magazine Oct. 4, 1959, -.William Barry Furlong rep6rt 
, '"hat revolution has all but- wiped out the Malthusian fe 
. 
farms have disappeared in fhe last twenty years, despite tfie. 
faef that about a million acres of f a r d  
"About 1850, four fanners could produce enou 
for five persons. B y  1940, one farmer could produce enough 
food fok ten persons. Today one farmer can produce food and 
.-Sbr' for twenfy-four persons." ,- . -  
- Malthus had everybody scrounging for food, except the 
- 
rich9 yet he saw famine as inevitable. Today, 161 years later, - ,  
one farmer can produce enough for twenty-four. How did yi 
. :the worthy Reverend happen to land so far off the targek?,., ''' 
- - 
First 'of . all, ~ a l t h u s  left out the effect -of the industrial 
retrolution. We needn't blame him for that since'it really 
got- rolling after his time. On top of that he left out what 
., he couldn't possibly have foreseen, the chemical revolu-. 
tion - the use of manufacturea plant nutrients, pesticides 
and additives such as vitamins, horniohks, enzymes,. ant!!- 
. - *biotics and so on. How could the p r h  young Bible studeat 
was to prove. that the ideals of &a 
. - 4 19 && 
~ ~ T I P U : ~  '%as 
~ldae&.and craps being so hage -&at. 
-.us in some why or other? -'A.nd =met 
aL8u-t thethreat gettiqg 85 per qnt worse? Having d 
pgd-:'&itt tk M-usM,were wrmg about an 
that we- are facd  -with a diikremt disaster,; 
.explosion? What il Ohe present rate of 
oed . \supply were la ;keep up f& two. thou 
. '. 
rapid -we of populafion growth b y  samefh*g like one-half - 
of 1 per cent a par.'' 
- Our sudden suspicion was not- a symptom of an incipi- 
ent persecution compleic but a sensitiv&response to a real 
danger. Babies may not be ouFenemy after all. With their 
millions of voracious mouths they may turn out to be allies. 
Perhaps we should consider following the example of our. 
. own government, sign a peace treaty with .the enemy and 
begin picturing babies as one of us; doughty comrades in: 
arms in a war against corn and wheat. 
The true foe is obviously food. The. scare over how 
swollen the populatiori might become two 'thousand years 
. from now diverted us fr6m the teal menace facing us right: 
today - the torrents of wheat and cbrn that have broken 
Ohrough the dams on the farms and are now rushing down ' on us at frightening speed. As alert members af the Civilian 
Defense we had better snapto attention and study more 
carefully those deceptively dry statistics. 
Preliminajr figures fro& the Department of Agricul- 
ture indieate, William-M. Blair reports, that capital invested 
farming "increased about 8 per cent in the last decade 
while output expanded by 25 percent." A trend like th$- 243 
is something to'think about; but hear this.: - L s . ~ Y  1 8  
"There have been phenokenal 'ihneases in yeld per- 8cre.:. -, 
The rise'gf 2.25 per cent a yeai in psoducifon during fhe 
Ninefeen Fifties cornpar$ with *he c-_e-half o f  1 per cent in . . 
f he. Nineteen Twent bs; 
T h e  yield-per-acre increaas for majdt crdps ranged from . : 
20 per cent to 75 per cent over the last decade. Corn alone,.. - 
. a'nd this crop accounts f&t one-fourth df the total production, ' 
increased by more than 35 per cent in yield per acre." . . 
Sudh a ' food explosioh~~@b~iuSly :-. .. .,+I-- :. spells ruin. .Work o n  
farms "dropped fr&&i, ~$~fip@JJofi,000 'man-hours& 1920 to- 
11,000,000,000 in tkg?$$&~,&Jf;ded Dec. 31." -Despite that 
heroic slash in labb$#$&&$fi~~&@d~ cy2c < .% , - .:, hc : wheat still gushed upon us. 
. I in an ever-rising floqq , :.I! - 
What has happe$i%d' to ,the unfortunate farmers caught 
in the path of corn a&$ wheat? In 1958 there were 4,700,000% 
farms. Within two pe;irs the figure had dropped to 4,100,000 
"or even as low ad 3,900,000" and the rural population is , 
shrinking. The c~nclusion is inescapabla - our farmers are . 
being sufTocat4b;y their own crops. 
"Thus," as pilliam Barry Furlong putsit, "the imme 
diate prospects\ae not for famine but for continued abund- 
. atice - and,tQk problgms, especially the crop surplus, that 

' - Anyone who khbks tha&.it w& be -,~$i&r @ $ggck . . 
~4 -any higher- than -they xteG4 sbu3ad .  -~o-ndgx- - 
k e  $ -  ~ ~ l b w i n g  hit of inforxnatiw frem the same arti*: . - 
"Spring .farmers is a .  pinth oa the* awn ~~lg&jm&si  : 
1- M-a . is G w e z n d  . rtafistb. At: m i & ~ & ~ t  &he 
: - p&ps faamers weived  wexe. a? the kmerrt - point irr -e. , 
ad L9 years in. relation to- the pees they pay. -. pea& . 
.', hmn pdifa-are running about 15% below 1988, and- erenomi < .  
. -  a s  p n d k P  tbai next year th-1 &p to -+he hw&i5 za%e 
o ; ricwa 1 ~ : '  
From this we can see that it's only common-sense f b  
I .  #&om 'hemsene dn that $9:' billiarh, wsrth sf f a d  stmeel.. by , 
- She government; If that wou8d: ereate- too much. of a fim 
.&azarel; the- grain could be bu~Ldozed.3nto therrke~s w h e ~ e  . - 
ge dump our sewage. wk've got: te break out sf th& hors& 
md-baggy kind of thinking that considers it a,govemmenlt . 
dbtyy~toh keep the granaries full  fer the lean years. This ~ 
f)omteous modern America, n& the ancient _Egypt '%ha4 
M & e d  q e  famines of Bib33icd .times! - - . 
A bold move of - this kind to .remove the depressant 
sf  - government-held meuntains of food would have - i 
+&lazati;lg consequences on prices an& profits. M\u& more ' 
bban that is required, however. lf the present rate of agrii - 
-k.l1cural 'production continued, the b o d  of edibles and. 
&begs. from our fa-ms would quickly fill up the emptied! 
ktorehouses again. You have to strike at the root of the ' 
WiL You have to get the farmers themselves to serve a$ 
hock tr'oops to - ~ u t  down production. 
- .  , ' The gowelinment, of course, has been working oh this - 
Sm some time. To help keep up prices, it---buys crops from4 
fhrmers, using part of .the tax money it &kes from us for 
e crops that have- to be 
enjoy higher prices at. 
nment ~urpluses have ? 
6 
A .  Along with tMs, ver, the government has insisted 
at - f k e a s  help, tdo, by restricting the acreage they put 
phdudion. ~rlaby big farmers, as a result, make 
by generously refraining,.from growing crops; Under - 
hower, still .another measure was instituted, the .So4 
"s6il bank." Under this, farmers agree -to take soil - 
igahrn,'the U.S. Treqmry, again ushg ' 
- - & !, 
- 




+ -  :'*Tb$ gain bouhjle.~ii&- the .g&nmmt9s &its 
r .  &ey havm"t 'worked-, They .pro$&d t&be t ~ 0  F. - + -  
.4 , khgain the food explosion. Some of them are &ow-regard'& - -' - - . - .. - .,. , - , a's nothing' but p'anaceas, the report in the Wall -~t&$# - -rC - *-: ' - - -3o~qal .indicates. , , ; :q + .;4 
- 
I .  - . . ' The administrati~n's plan is "to counter surpluses" K$ 
: -  a. more vigoro~s extedsion of current policies. This w o w  
- - 
. ... c irzc3Lude 4Lgradually lowering price 'supports, expanding' tb$ 
voluntary soil bank, helping more marginal farmers fix& 
- &an. jobs, boosting overseas surplus disposa1,and 'finding: 
. * 
. - new industrial outlets for farm products." - * .  - 
> .  
. . . Among wealthier farmers a lot of consideration i&? 
G i  
. being given to the idea of turning to the use of force. Let the-zg 
. . ,.i.k99; - a mecific limit op the amount of any major crop--whit- 'r- ' - A  each one is permi.tted to grow. On top of this, let the gov 2 .  
.r.. ' - -  erbnent extend the soil bank scheme and make it manda 
tory. As a'crish beginning, take 50 to 70 million acres od 
. .. 
, the country's 350 million acres of crop land out of prod 
tiori:at once. 6 
. . -  
k - This would effectively counter the present inclin 
qf many farmers to scorn the soil bank, or to put the wors 
land on the-farm in.it. It would also kcotch their tende . .I 
2 .  
. r to grow bigger crops on smaller acreage as a w8y of g 
rC - 
- _  eng around the - government's effht to reduce crops b 
lowering the amount of land in production, 
, . $ z- &-*.-- 
.. . . , 
%, 
. Opposition among farmers to such vigorous steps c ~ u  - 
be met in two ways. On the one hand, it would be made 
. qerious crime,.like bootlegging, to grow unauthorized foo 
z' . 
A ,  - on the other hand, farmers who cgrbed their instirict 
- plant seeds, cultivate crops and rdap harvests would 
- guaranteed free government grain or their alivestock a 
: -' government checks for themselves 1 d cover whatever 1 
they encountesed because of curtaiJe sales. You know 
would foot the bill. 4 
. - . . The 
' .  
- Who can be against "new concepts*- ip such a cri.ic 
. ~rbblern? Before io inin~ the c l n n ~ ~ ~  ihr~uro~~er . x r r i t h  m 
- , .' own cheers, whisaes and bravos, let u s  pause for a m& 
- ent of d e n t  meditation. , ,  .vJ.3yf'I":fFIf;wC- 
-*+. . . - -$;FA 
%&ember how. we were told at tb6:rise in produ 
; ' - . ~ v i t y  on the -farm "has all but -wiped out, the. Malthus 
d 
- .  
:#fear that a nation would never be ab% -tadeed ',~,~1:*&6i;-:5: 
,* .z 4 k t . . . ,  , c . .  
. - exliancUng populattm"? Remember hqw &&k& 'P;e .-we%&,.- - ,;:.v-3 
t6:kaz-q that wb& we redly face is not the &mgw af OV+ I"-:! 
pqdation i4 ~ n e  - QE th&ad years .but - a .fix@ w-7 ' - >" 
plosion- of 'immediate threat te the gkofft iYstem? -how , i: 
have -discovereel that ti' series of government panaceas h k e .  - - a 
alreadyb%eeq :applied t o  cut down agricultural producti~n,: 
' 
but Mithoat mccess, so that more .strenuoys ones. :are 5 
r /' 
- suggestd , . .  - 
.. : On thinkxg -it, over, doesn't all this have a fami&z - 
ring? Doesn't this fear of expanding crops parallel the fear. : , 
df an.. expanding population? And what about the panac9aii : , 
prop~sed to keep down corn and wheat?. Aren't they vasa-: . . . 
tipns of Malthusianism - with this differemxi, -that the - ' 
'&&ea& doctrine" is applied to crops insteati of people? - - % - 
- . The -destruction of government-held. surpluses-dq?m$t; * - - 
such.-+ proposal arise from fears of abundance just mls- 
- -&@%urnan as those the warmaking bperialists display 
' toward :the -huge populations of the countries like China and, .- --- - 
India? - , .- 
.. Crop reduction - isn't that - like the nedMalthusian, ..- 
- panacea of. reducing the birth rate of the peoples of Inifia, ' 
, Latin, America, .China and simil'ar poverty-stricken areas? ' -  
- , Retirement of soil - doesn't this parallel the sterilia-. - - 
ti611 ofmales and maintenance of infertility among fades  -:' 
advgcated by the neo-~althusians for colored populations. . 
- that have yet -to reach the exalted industrial status .of the , I - 
Western powers? - 
'+ 
. - ( 
- r 
From the admissions of the population expets them-!' , 
- .selves, -w6 saw how ridiculous it i s  to expect that their : i 
utopian schemes will serjously affeiit the hum& birth rate. \ 
Cin' anything better be expected from trying- to apply. : - .  
sirnikw measures to Fhe land to stem the immensely prel '. I - 
ductive condequenceq of the &dustrial and chemical rev*. -. - ' 
utions? - 
To be'brief )brutally frank about it, the best that ' ' '1 
can be .said for b ts of proposals is that they are worth- _ 8 .  
they reveal about the' level of. &pi-. 7 
times. Face td face with the mighty: 
e to which. the capitalist-system has ' ,  
s have nothing better td offer fa .' ' ;! 
some frightened rattling of the:, . 1 ' 
a : . 
:-t7+y,. ;: 
any clarity, we mu& t- .to,... .;- 
L 
. _ 4.- 
:- - . ..! ,.. 
. '  - 2 . ;  
- , . {  ;, 
< - !f, 
,% . 
,.=: 
-- .. : : 
- * i  
U I' 
' -Lasr pzm& hmwv btmehss; were- the fears gf.. the 3SdIxid- - 
-. -, 
. . ,-+, . ,5,  *.J f population will. e<entua~y 
. < -7,w, - -, . may sW1 be news -to: the- modof m 
- ,?%A 
.LI 
y Pacs0.n 'of 1798. Pt; is mt news ~ . . 
.I! .Marxists, as the record will show. \.- : 
. -, 9 
.&'(ti . 
.$;$ 
j - L  
: lecpmetAme in MISb63a Karl M ~ E X  copied fmm the kith- 
. to $he "Origin of Species'" the f b f l ~ ~ g  aelfnowls 
&&-By Oharres- DarwCw "In the next chapter the 
+ re. $01. -Ekis%enee amo~gst  aV orgamk beings t h & i  
- a h -  the world, ' which inevitably follows fim the higltt 
geom.etrioaX ils cof. their inmease, will be ~ t e d  - of.'- - 
'Pkirr. &I the doctrine of Malthas, applied- to tihe whale- ani- ' 
-1 and vegek& .kingdoms." . Commenting- on this, M d  - 
$&lk a d&g!e- ckwwtating sentenee detaehd that 'partiom 
&%lie pma's ana"06my stieking above his starched c6Um:: ; - - 
"IP hb emllend w-3 Dark  did not see. fbat bit dla- 
caw-- of fhe 'geometrical' progmssion m &he anin@, + 
- vegehble kiagdo- everitam W f h u s '  i'b~xy." ~ ~ - . a g ? i ~  
M& tkn,  &ok the parson gently to show thki his- 
&ad - ha& rp,yeally been relieved'of its cus toqq. .  conneetbn~~ s 
"- shhorp @ based. gnc,b~y dn the fact - & bp ' L 
. -d .WB~~G&'S dd&Crcrk$ m q r d ~ a  of b 6  W w  .- 
30 2he chimiezrical 'arifhmefical' progression af -. aod - 
plants. In Darwin'. work for example in his .dIscussicp of the- ' 
' e x i t h e  of specks, we find .q nahtral-hisiorical refutifion- 
\ - 2' a# fia W h B b d  hheoly, not only of its kndammnM pnin- -: 
, cipa&bu& 06 as d8fds." .- < 
' . Thie .refutation, a eedu 
- ' we note& in the foo 
men$ of Agriculture - 
the progression of animal 
.&- the E!%%bre student. bf 1798 
- 
- On the b e k  of theory, Frederick 
feiT5~tw.i Malthus years before the appe 
& - ~ ~ i q , "  In 1844, at the age of 2?k3 h 
- 20 the ppd%fion-W ridqe that still 
sbc@lern.* Let's give y6mg Engels the 
miows- quetatipa, 61.m source is 
-by Ronald L. Meek,.under the title g&*u~~l,- 
, . 
I -. 
. - - .  I - 
* - (  
- - ... . .- , A  
I - : 4ddes ,* m+&ifirit itCoddw&, of c k ~ k w  , ..'&- C . . 
mu& ensue i* nhifh there is so. much superfiuem ' p i o d ~ & h  I 
&e &aiamzuis a~ .tha - has 
duuehaaSoffs .of eompe$ifioa become* stron~eg~ as th* nciibcr.. 4 
-xbin,susha state of &fairs8 then we haaeShe dk&m&mh 
\ ef and+' crisis8 of o-r&ucfion and &-&en. 
e t m ~ i s k - h k v e  never been aMe fo rtnde-d %is c*prf 
&; of afEaipp, so in ordu 2u explain it they .&9ught rq, tb. 
theory of population; whkh is just as m d n e m i c e l  fWe& 
-9- haore n e ~ ~ i c ~ ,  than this contradidion of the ~0exTs.i:- 
- . q-& we- and poverfy? I 
. Q e  main point to be noted in this approach is that 
Engels takes the population as a whole. The ~a l thus ims  . 
isqlate the poor from the populatiori, certainly an a r b i t r q  
.procedure, and then seek to explain the poverty of thii - 
ii~egment on the basis of its size. This is obvious nonsense,, 
Engels, on the contrary, ta?res the rich and- poor, sectors of 
,the population as they really are, a living, interrelated corn4 
bination. A "crazy state of affairs" is at once apparent, 
fn the midst of abundance, part of the population goes 
hungry. It is self-evident to Engels that this is due not:- I 
to the quantity of the poor but t q  the quality of the 
&snomic.system in which they live - it dooms people t& 
starvation in 'the shadow of-bursting gradaries and war& 
R~uses. Engels continues with his 'afiswer to the Malthu- - 
.&an f&r that huinanjty .$ill -everitually produce too many 
babies for the food supply: - - 
"Far w the explanation of' fhe laafter 'is easy. The pro- - 
d~Sve$t~wer a* the disposal of mankmd is -ale.- 
me ~~&~ of &he land cen be infinitely increased by && 
appiMisn of- capi*al labar and- sdelece.'' 
, . 
Te back this hew, Engels cites caltulatiohs of tfre. 
tirhe indicatiag Britain's production of wheat codd 
be increased wcthin ten years to support six ,  the 
' Looking farther h t e  the f u t e ,  - 
lsbor power gzowr 
. a  ' 
T* krurream-*eamUCfi 
in &he inhm of !a&'ma#d I -  . 
sqon- redue do a minimum $he la'or f d k ~  to the lo& 'of '" 
81 
6 - e ~ ~  , 
. - - '  &gels txmsiders ,the Malthusian .theory a "vile- 4& - 
mfamous,: do@rim$' a "repuIsive Maspheaty against miin . 




;,pz>. , '- - .,- . p &- - " -.' '+ ? 1 
-2,, -, --Ellgels does not dismiss ' the Malthusian tHeory , a#, .' 
Zl: 3 :-*  i..l~tterly~  &eTess; He - ~ r b d i t k  it as i t  "necessary transiti6biiAi' :. - 
*r.::-&a'&eW which hhd the effect of drawing attention t~>,'th6'~ r. s. -,: - . 7m -f'--. -  :.:--: =:~$~od.uctive power of the soil and- df- hqmagity, sd $has ,. - I .  .. :," 
Y . .  . ~fiow,"having triumphed over this economic despair, we are . <. 
-::,' . -$atever -sedtirc frim the fear of o~ief~op&lation." , - L " ,  -. ., . !. <'.< 
. J  . I .  - .  . . - .  . . - 6 .. 
",< :-r '2 +- - :<<--l,-r. , - ' ?- 
c - ;?, s t A . :  - - . ,In .- this- optimistic conclusion we - must admit tht L.. 
;;;.;s.~@~~--disp1ayed . . -  . - .overconfidence in the ..power of b6rmit: - .. . .  - 
::.-+. +. . l c , - l . -  th&v ta  rid people of fears. & we know from the c@-c;c; ' 
, . 
1: . .,kirm~X scare stories in the pr-ess, quite a few eminent figure*! :' 
eeibit  nqur~tic'anxiet~ in relation to th6 grqwth 6f: '-:--: 
r s> "5;: pbpidStion. . ~ n & l s  was even willing to q p t  a small , - ' -. ': 
<. '&- 4>,3:-j :*:, kmnei'~f - , - truth-to the Malthusian view: ' , 
U - . I - A ., . .. 
! f,'- , 
*- - - - d _ [@I.' .- - 
. - .-. ,- - 9'From &is 'theory w e  derive *he mos& powerful eoonomic- " ' .  -, - 
$e:4'L- -aw#wnenfs in favm of, a social reurgaaihiiiion: for er=zi if --, . 
'̂ - -+x-'Malfhus were al!ogefhez.righi. if would--b~ill be nece9-r~ sir I' 
since ady-ihij': :- _ -  . 
e &ses which--: ..- * -  
at -mod resttaw ..; . 
Malthus b-lf :;-. i , . 
. . 
al- - '1~biEb $he &xiam-, jM$memm, a€FQICeQ a#?- I .  
as jmporhpf - namely, sabmee,-ihe k- uf . : b juat as limitless, and d leas3 as rapid as fbat o f  papdo- . a 
. FQ,~ what great advances is the agricuhre i;j[ ihjs &- - 
'-imty oMi@ fa cheaaitfry alone - and -h&ed.,to ftRo h a  . 
a&mm ?Bh-Rmaphsy Davy and 3-us Lid&=?' BW ahwe* '  % 
-incimmhs at leas* as facrd as papah. tb i ;  the W r  buwmm -h* .: 
. .., pc6gvzmJbp do Ebe-she -of th. p n v k u s  pep.~rtPrfioa. -4 SC&IBBCO - 
: drmi~9 in p1:omrSon to &ha body at knowledgb ~WW&. ,  
a .wn io it by the previous genelcgfioai tbdf is, in $he !.- .- fJ 
+ .-ax & cun&i;fions it ah6 g r d  im gem.dxi@ . . pn@ze~&dm-=. _. . 'l : !: & mihad,. is h p u d d e  $or &ewe? - . +. 
. . .. . Engels thus makes three central- :p.aints: (I). ~nt3&' . 
&api@sm, the distribution of hunger- in the p4puIat30q 
I .&\not due -to the, abhndance of the pour -bu8 to pou? -&*;-;- 
- * h ~ t i m  of. society's abuntlance. (2) Wealth can.be increased . _ . ,.- . 
$&thout limit if society i s  so - hrganized as to - being' 
'the most eE&tive Iconbination of - lahi  power and scien& t 
... %wen if MaRbus had a paint in-  the.'sense that sodet$ 
SornetWe in W e  distant future might-bve to regulate %h&';- 
.&he of t e - population, this could, ndt . -bee- accomP1i~ked' .f uhder. cagi alism but only under the planned .economy - 6 oii- : 
SO'C ja'lism. a 
t'. I ? 
' - . We &I judge thq power bf these; argumtkts =from .$hq~ a 
, & ~ i ~ & e i t ~  Malthusians to anwer them. TO: &isj,- ; 
ia;ty :they have .not done much more than to point 
j@.rro' to the loy-exploded "mat~ernatical" puzzla ' ; 
.~~3~a;need by 'Malthys. They sound like a tape record.itn$ 
,$hat f'epeats over a d over a 1798 we'ather reporti, pre&d: A - 
ink possibly diiastrtus floods a'ithin a couple - of thousand 
1 J . . years. . -a; .- IC r
: 7 % 
' i ,: . f&ilkas14~a~&ts, we must admit t& t h e ~ y a u n g E n ~ ~ -  . . - 
. j3tl 1844j <homeveT' tdliing his a~guments, did not -advancers . 
&entifieally.. bovnded position. , For -a tmly scimw : : 
i3and1hg bf tine ine Subject w e  must turn to the ?mi?jor .wrk - , - 
, @ y- which :.&agek , - later.- co~;lbok$ed i t  . : . , '.;% 
f!wppu.'?. ,: .- F . , - ,  --,.- " . a - j - ' \  . ' ;  - .L - ,- 
'.adrcietyl.ivhg ukder the primitive communism of ston&ag@ i! 
- *  _ ' ,  
:-times in America was determined by a quite different- set.' - ,'I 
of' -laws from those governing the highly industrializes- ' $2  
b;r . 
%. capitalism of our day in the same area. To determine theseY :?,r' 
2: jl: , + ,.- Ti- :::@$vF- is, coq&quentiy, a. matter of competent investigation - '' 
!' -- ?-&d generalization of the findings. . I 
, - 7  . ' 7  
I , . ) .  - - - .  
l 2  - . IL 
ny : . Once -we know the 
::; \ ,  .'; '.. . - p&dudion, 'we have a 
2;. :. ,.I. ,%. (. tell . - <  by and large what 
- ,:-under tonsideiation. And we can t 
: o & e  in a oqyalitatively different 
. t ' tively different laws ark in , , - ,mf'e1y; predict periodic u&mploym 
s:i PL- . .  .-erg- . . &n;der - capitalism. :we can 
I ,.: ,-,$r)&see jobs for all in the socialist so 
():,.,,.'. - 
. . -  me &entifie approach, therefeii. 
L,:r - - 
.-.- -. I::-:';:  ., . *A -&&eefp - -_* . . - .t& parficular lawsr that- h 
$: !:-. '-:.:-&& took the ca@t&st society whi 
l h .  . - . k  . 
'-=q'"' , - ,.. - +!%, L - . +'- . - .  . - -- - :30 + 5 ' - .  
I i  
. . 5 ;  > ' . .  - 
;i"j;;y/ , -- .:::, *+;, . . - I .  
.<;:*2., * .-- -! - ...; . - 1  ' -" 
--- 
- It is for this reason that you will find no blueprints bf - - 
t& future society in the writings of Marx and Engels and 
other scientific socialistg Instead you find concentrigtion' 
on the "criticism" of the society we live in; that is, study 
of the cbntradictory patterns and forces impelling - ot 
retarding - the evolutioq of capitalism toward a higher' * 
forq of society. This, of course, is .not an academic exer- 
dm. It- yields the points of departure for socialist political 
9 z . s < a a  <.J Sictivit y. ;i$,.rj -- 
Marx accomplished hi9 principal work in "Capit%"' 
This mighty book is still to receive the recognition whi h 
Trotsky, for one, predicted it wodd ultimately get from 
/ the. American workers. The fact that it deals with eco- L nomics, a. seemingly dry subject, is ndt currently in its 
favor. However, in our age, when adherents of the do-it-' 
yoiirself school think n~thihg of getting into the high- 
voltage sections of their TV sets to clear up the hash on > 
the sdreen, we can expect that in a period of economic‘ . *  
and social crisis they will not hesitate to dip into this corny, 
plex lj6ok to get BccIearer picture of the society they live in. 
, "~apital" really deals with sometking much bigger than 
- grj Ghat generally goes for economics. It deals with man; but i:+ 
man in the travail'of the capitalist system; man as shaped @ 
by the- deepening contradiction between capital and labor.. @! '% 
If w6 consider the book from--this point of view, we can ~2 
truthfully call the entire. work a scientific -treatise on <:%? vlk 
populatfun - what ,happened to the feudal population as, @ 
capitalism arose, hbw and why it - changed in the first . ,: 
stages of the new ;kconomic system;-the alterauons that 
-occurred in Marx'sbtime, and those that were clearly fore- -:; 
-+;it seeable.-But let's settle for the chapter dealing most dire&- .:%: A , Z  
ly with the specific laws of ypopulation under capitalis& - g .i:
"The General Gaw of , .  Capitalist Accumulation." 
;- 1 ?k I-- .+ 
. . I  Marx .beg@s with the organic composition of oapita+- . ,:. 
a,n>ncept that' may seem somewhat remote fromthe current 
A $ 
- campaign ' 3 :  check the population of India .by. helpirig. 
..B r! 
)sari or worse. 
- *  3 
, 
I t  turns uut that Marx's concepts are not so dry. 
'.#&Ii But let's not get too far ahead of l h .  
- ?En first stages bf capitalism, the number of w 
.. .&eases as capital grows, but at a somewhat slow 
- .  @an capital in view of the early oppaktunities, t 
. 'IWystem enjbys. The workers manage tp rnainlainJrelatiye& -:'' 
$pod &mditions. Nevertheless, the end;. result of their.&dxgr ..& 
9 qlways to increage capital; upon whidh they become morb . .:. 
and moze dependeit. '"Acc.qulation of capital is,: 
;' ci?n~~eat& of' the pr~k?tEU&t," Says MA 
.-'im&n law of population as-capitilism d e w  
: - * Marx , cites some striking statem 
. d-1 emomis:ts, de&nstr&ing frd 
- a-pp~wizikd ;%he advantages of, a, big . 
. ' ' - . *  :ipe'olpfR: the 'better to give a privileged f 
.- - \. 
I % .  - - .  4 \ 3 2  -& 
--. 
- - <  t 
. . - .  ;; < - , - b  -. ' 
. . _ -  - .F  SfiA?F$?< ?%??> .-. 8 -  . - 
'PI. 
. , . . 3 .  , 4 -- , . - - - - ":ref- 01 - 
.. ,-. -7 - : ,?&j - .  . ''= - 5' , C -y. 
5- 
-' +:.: ,<: ",, -- 
7 .  
~ i i $ ~ & i z g i i ~ l ~  '~and~vi l l e  &xkea rn km, 14 
"Frpm what (has -been siiid, it is manifwt, -that,. h. a free j 
nation, where' slaves- iire not allowed- of, the surest .wqIfFh ----2 - 
consists in a multitude of laBorious poor; for. besides, thaf . 
they are tkie never-failing nursery of fleets and ar&esi-.'' * 
without them there could be no enjoyment, - ,  and no produet ' j 
' of G y  country could be valuable." 
As  capital accumulates (Marx goes. into this in. som{ 
,mtail), the e&ct of the change in the organic composj$iuq 1 
of capital becomes more and more powerful. Say a cap 
at,ow'time was 50% constant and 50% varkble. Later 
changes into 80% tonetant and 20% variable. Let's 1ook-at 
ibin dollars. Say, the original capital was $6 million. I 
creases to $18 million. .variable ' capital, originally $3 
lion, goes up to $3.6-million. That's an increase, all right, but 
note the difference in the two ratios. The payroll went.up 
20%,-but to register that modest ficrease, the total ca~ital 
had to triple in size! - 1 
1 
, : - x-"a 
Since Malthus gave us a *lot of practice in handling 
-:;!%%atios, - we ihould not- mind a lesson from Mant now on 
- .  
- . . ratip which every worker threatened by automation should - - 
-.:;@j - 1 
;;, -3 find of special interest, . 
j - 
; . "With the advance of accumulation. therefore. &e pro- ; 
portion of eonstant to variable capital changes. If it was ' '  
d g i d l y  say 1:1. it .now becqfies succospively 2:l. 3:1, 4rl. " 
. kl, 7:l. eic, so that; as the capital-increases, instead bf l/2 , 
:- af ihi fotal value. only 1/3. 1/4, - 1/5. 1/6. \1/8, ek.; is &raw- : 
fezned info labor-power. and. on $he other hand 2/3. 3/4, - 
4/5. 5/6, 7/8 into means of production. Since the demand for 
labor is determined not by the amount of capitalas a whole. 
but by ifq variable constituent alone. ihat demand- falls pro- 
gressiveIy with theincrease of total capital . . ." 
As we can see, this must mddify the operation, of the 
primary law about the proletariat increasing as capital is 
acbgmulated. What i s  the modificatio~? The "greater '. 
attraction of laborers by capital is. &ccompanied by the* 
sgreatei. repulsion," that. is, greater recruitment of workers 
fl;.accompanied by greater unemployment. 
'%e laboring population thkrefome produces. along wifh 
fhd accuinulaiios of capital produce& by it, the m e h  by-" 
WE'& ifs@v is  . ma relatively ' S U ~ ~ U O U S #  is furned- into a * 
- ze1;&vo sutplus population: and ft does thir 20 -an alwaw - - 
i-g e e n f .  This is a Iaw of populatiw peculiar $0 tbs 
capi$&ist -- of production . . ." . -. 
- L 
Already $e begin to see the f-1 source of :that fco;ve-'- , 
p6pulatio< which gave the Rev. ~a l thus  his -ch~xlia - 
anficaUy into old 'branches of 
poswflty of ' fhrawing gr 
the decisive points d f h u ~  
in spheres. byeepopu 
. , 
. HOW* fie --proms of oar manufPcfurgn d e p ~ a .  z&d$- ,~r~* '  f '  
. power of making us& of t he prpPperous momeht ~he~:d+&ti - - 
,Ts' his& and thus compeasatiag f h e d v a  .for $be \!- - . -  
du-g which 8 h &a&. This -pdwer is wewed && -ern. , 
enl~ by comrmpld .a&. m~hin&rp- am& af mesa& l e  
i T w  lir- h r m e q ~ d s I r e & y ~ ~ . f h e m .  &bey @be* to*' 
. b a ~  ee Of. i&& t a g i d - .  when. i i i z &  anBJ 
: wL & & b a t  ifv aazoring 2~ &he state of the mazbh; 
; (IP -wnma%; ~ ~ y -  mainfain t9 .p-emhence in - #Em 
. mce- of- a q m a p ~ % m -  on. W M C ~  t b  wealth. of the c o a w '  i.? 
. 1 *u!' . . 
Does' that language sound a little musty, like it's frob 
the grave where the defenders of capitalism bury hbrx?a - 
tknlsand times a year? Maybe-you've got a point.- Hem's .. 
the. modem shape of things as depicted in, an dvertisemmk 
that .appeared in the New York press the first week, &- 
l@azch 1960: In. behalf of thb Pennsylvania Power & LigP&! 
dmany, the Madison Avenue hucksters printed: a cam-. 
pi te  .photograph of an eager-beaver, smiling. ' work-. - - 
&ppk.lg on a spoon held below a jar of instant coff &. Theg . 
a;dded, this attention-grabbikig headline, "Ever Hear of 'I*- &.@ ,People9?" The advertisement continues: . & ' 
. "TO-the iirm looking for a new plant site. 'Inrifanf Peeplam - .- 
. : .me- am immed-iafe rolvce of skilled and semi-skilled Wmr , 
. - an& in Cenhal Eastern Pennsylvania. you'll find all the 
hanest and consdentiouy manpower you want !' 
"Just as a .starter. check the available labor list shah 
- t o  the right for four commuaifieii in Central Eastern Pennsyl- 
/ vania. - 
'It's -only a skmple of the experienced heaCp industry mcn 
' 
. . . local people. not transients . . . who can set your laihd,. ' 
fuming and wheels spinning f he day you flip the -first, s@$e&k 
"Add 'inslant' shell buildings . . . they're brand-dew,. 
-. r.88'dy and waiting. at unbelievably low cost . . . to the piduke , 
and 'you can see Central Eastern Pennsylvania has everything 
. *  fo puf your business in business. righ2 in the 'Heart of the -- 
. Market.' Let us show you why!" 
1 V I 
Isn't it really more satisfying to let Marx show us why? - 
quppose we try-to follow his analysis further as he 
/ 
deeper into what happens to the working population upon: 
theiwidening 03 the ratio between constant and variable- , 
Marx . shows that an increased payroll can set .rnomi 
labor in action without increasing the number of jobs, orL . 
that- a .payroll of the same size can set more labor is adiqn? 
- I with the same number of .workers on the line, or &ally it, ' 
c<w..- displace, - skilled labor-power by unskilled. Rapid 
.I ,.:,graduates of the youth brigades in the automatic factories !'* 
:I:-;': . , ,- I& who float from job-to job; agricultural workers on the? . 
, . 
&: ,..: ,- ;,; verge- of being forced into plants, the irregularly employed f : . 
- I :  who are found especially in decaying branches of induktry. '; , ' 
t:! :.::: 1. -: . Finally, the relative surplus population includes t h  : L A a 2 %  .- - < :;, 
.?.:.d:. , .. paupers. Excluding the vagabonds, criminals, and prosti- * c  .' 
' -  . 
Y' I - Wes, Marx nates three types: First, those able t s  work bit  1;: % ,  -_. 
i$?i1 ; unable to find jobs. Second, orphans and pauper children. I .  
2' bL> "Third, the demoralized and ragged, and those unable to 1:. 
work, chiefly people who succumb to their incapacity for , . ' x . .  1 : 6- -<,- 
:. r r 7  adaptation, due to the- divisipn of labor; people who' have 
- -- . 
I . - *  7- 
+;:: passed the normal age of the laborer, the victims of in-'.; -4. . , .-'. >. .  . dus t~mhos i :  number increases with the increase of d m -  - - '  t ;  
1 % ) .  & . . : ; . geroits machinery, of mines, chemical works, etc., the m t i -  *. I t . 8  -. . 
.'- ' lated, the sickly, the widows, etc." , " ? -  . $<! - . -- . 
, " ,.. !: , - Where in all the countlgss writings of the Malthasi&s,, 
--* R - .  swce the first tract in 1798, can you find a descriptiw like:?. 
.::: 8 7  : i :  that of the anatomy of the surplus population? :Was ~ a &  ;! 
-5: js ;;- - - : $ +  accurate or not? It should prove instructive to hear some-: - a 
i - : . thing from the Malthusians on this - if they can leave off ' - - - : 
\*, ,L , . .[ : - reciting that famous riddle about the arithmetical progres-&'. );-. :Ti l'il ., A -.q 
;<i7r a *  . sion of bacon and eggs and geometrical progressim of 
:,[\1' ; babies. + : & \  - ; +&?,: - .*A,; 
;: -. - 7  y . +.,.<.L% 
#$;--;, ' --* :; :;-+, 
;$-.$ 
Wkiile waiting for a reply, let's continue reading Marx..,:; ;. ;; 
, -$ :.-- He ridicules-the "economic wisdom" that tells workers theg * .  j;. ;.;-- 
a .  ,>. 5:: . b$0~1d accommodate "their number to the requireme~tsf:.;,: 
i:-ljy eg-&pitaf."They don't need to accommodate, their'numb&:l' - .  ": 
- L l "  . i. 
. , -:;It?s . +ge for them by: the mecha@srri~ of e~pitabt &ro;d~?;ray-: qF-:;- 
1 
- .  
. tion .- and ~~Umulation: A .  - . 
The lam bp wIiich a GO- 'inaeasiag, quari#&y -4 
:.- m& o b P F d ~ d i ~ n ,  ghaakr fo the advance 'in-ttre piraQ 
.q$ty&nep pf 'social labog, may be set &a movememS bj i.. - 
progtmivel~ ciiddshing expedhre of hiusan power, ihk . 
law, h?a capifakt d e t y  T where fhe laborer dues n6t 
6 
0 4 37 "5Fi 
gqfg*c&i~<;$i;< - f" <- LL",:&;:" - ) , . < y .  
& - ~ A P  F: -"&* *; -*,: 
s - * v >  'J.-av ,4:i]f,:- ;?s-+>?:. . M- 
?dbbm pr&m*Q=, ;b -fie mT. m.*es --:*: 8~ 
-&ep the 'counii 3fipplied ,with: more ~ ~ ; - ' - 1 $ ' m & t ~ ~ ,  a 
' 
avg&i, th& .coal nifners "nbgd-the. 
+&$drs in & co&ry,theit. aierqgk &+uY arniqg$"ba$ 
$$&8.70 ,with prohb1y.-l&e best fringe beiwfit.s'-h 
tg~: Yet the aitu&j labur, costs- -of ma& per -ton -tQdq are , 
lmer 'thali tfiey. were -ten- years ag6 How k the ;to _bg. * 
ek@ahed? Here is what Joseph A. Loft* .sBys hA- d .  th+ 
a&. 11, 1960, New ~ o r g  Times: 
'This is possible &etuse the outp&f rate per man 
,'qtpgwoxirnaiely doubled in fhe last *en years. The 1958 mez- 
ags was. 11.33 tons a man-day." .- 
' 
$ L o f t ~ ~  indicates what is behind . th&. great and 9an- 
tBiqing .rise in piodwtivity: 
,: I . 
'The Piftito? dompany8 for e ~ a m ~ ~ e . ~ e x p e c i s  hat in 
' . &@O. $& Moss No. 3 mine .in Southwest Virginia wilt psodum 
-:fotfp-Eve fons a manday. . - l -  
T h e  Piqton Company invesfed about S~OAQOBO in-:& 
modem dne ,  . which includes a faLc@ry-2 ype pl-5. that d r i a  
cbans and sizes 25.000 ions of coal a day aifhpash-buttoh 
/ @@P~QISO' . \ / .  . 
"Pra&acfhSty of Euzopean mines is said:fo *$e sfill +lid& 
kro tans-a .--day.'. . . . l 
'The Peabody Coal Company strip mine near Freebutg. 
- .  '~H.~'.-geis the roal from the top 4~3th a huge power shov&L 
ba +Sakes a 1H-tan aM&e.,of .e&h and r& ~v&burden evesrlp 
- secasds end dumps i f .  a bl& away,"' - 
ma& h' 'the coal .miners . feel . about the- spedaculab 
*decline in job? - Loftus 'quotes John L. Lewis, -.presiden& 
M athe Usited -Mine Workers, who, incidentally, *is a .'h 
believer in the .capitalist system and- a stelipg anticork 
muniW. Lewis reports for the mims: 
"They Understand the need f o r  it. I3 has no2 been a 
-social zev6lution of any magnitude. Whbn men aie Md df, 
dusbies. [They join &he '8floafing88 s&Piom of the o-k 
powdon: *he-older ones join the "stagneni" or the "paap&gg' 
&%i051swin the GMolt~ted towns around the coal sh&s.]' - 
, . -' .. .g'Siw;d fhs 'alder men afay in fhe area and -age 'a 
gei along with fhe help of -relatives. . Or *hey find 
e a p b y ~ & t  There -is pazblic* assistance and Sokid 
bs&idta$~e. ' in 'some eases. [bi?t -the* q'gp~eo8 a $liba&@ia 
-w&'a PeMions.h.om the.we1fai.e fun'd help fihawrMwho 6 " \ 'qvez. , $0 yesirsf of age. meze is .a natural ~&lbu+ua~ .Cala5ii 
-W,fl .d ~ ~ p o w ~ . ' f ~ ~ .  IThat is. medk.1" 
.v 
. &'.a: fitti~g c o e i r t  oh-*at has h 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ,  -13; >ke cite. Loftus; wb6- has 
/'% 
."rp+&je$&pJ .& the 
4 - 
- -- *. -T-:g--. = ' T # p i ~ @ ; ~  .- !%%.#be : -.-a-p 
-' WW- mi:+4 * bewail =- a m ,  rigia e; 
~ i ~ , , p i i ~ - ~ - ~  **piif q-m to rise fast . . 
-. -&' m f f - - A @  -f#ariafaf- 05 -foreigns camp- fhe bWa@mm& , .  '. . 
- %  - &wLm:iS.me -L - eI&.wy of the wC#rld,~" . - . -  . 5 . ... 
-; -i ;~dni:i& andy& has- shown us that wheri we @.-3bf: ' 
&g /' - ayietpopl~n" in capitalist; society we must add tl pi&, ' . - 
ing&rt&nti -c@di'fication. It is "relative." Not relative t b  = 
the<.--, su,ppTY, as the naive Rev; Malthus believed; b@$ 
r e ~ h  -$to .-th part of inveittment that .-goes by. the it*=- .<- 
t i ~ &  ~a&e-of "jjrayroll." Thk size of the payroll, a~ e y q - -  
-knosws,..is only- partially' determined by .common huxqqn . . 
n&s. The cagitalist, a devoutly relidatis man, leaves tihe 
final' say on payroll matters to his god, Profits, the M o w  . 
5 .  
to.-v&am he piously offers the flesh and bone of his workkrs.-- - 
, - f i a t  i s  why an "overpopulation" of millions can app'hr- 
inl,& few short .,months in a country as wealthy as .. 
Uniiteci- &fates, fiobding the employment offices, and> jast 
a$-:.suddenly disappear when the economic cycle &qt a - ,' 
peifd .of o f b o o m .  . - ,  
- The real meaning of "overpopulation" can be 'seen with- . 
e~eptbnal clarity in colonial or serniioloaial countr&s . 
- . <  w w  economies have been molded by imperialist intar- 
e&ksJ, Cuba offers a. good example. 2 
' . Wbea he was- tried for leading an unsuccessful revolt '., 
against the Batista dictatorship in 1953, jLust -before liis 
6wenty-seventh birthday, Dr. FideI Castro gave thef<p11o+ . 
. . &g ;doqueat description. of the Cubans whom- he sought- * 
Oa &rn&e. It is 'worth studying for ihe picture it '~~ ' 
bi the- kiad of p p l e  the Malthusians are talking abowe -- 
+i&ennY they ~advoeatc an inteaive campaign - to perszx&et. 
wor.lb?s "overpopulation" to get themselves sterifie&'- 
. - ' i 3 8 ~  .are of people. we &.nos mean the w e ~ i 3 e - d  :- 
, . c0S-h segaaenis of the nation drays ready tb reap ~$ad * *' 
4&w &rm aay7 regime of appmsiorr; from any tlk&dat- 
s&i$& a&; hanr 'd#irbfism. *heeling dmm, ie .need be' lrrfomr 3 
- .*~rBws$es in d!q?a.. . . .- + 
,xi' -.'Whs. we. speak of.Wle and kefer &o the @pl%. 
L.- - I 
..sgea&-.+ W&Wfl -IS who are out.06 ta& end =ha -;.+ 
- *p 'e-: m. b~egf f i a g  here instead of having ?o e,y@m* -: 
' .&;-& 4 * 
er w n w .  , . . - \ -  :3$ * 
' 
.'W%wdw. &e S&M&BOa . fum w ~ z b n  V F ~  Xre - ia mirve 
. . F 
: . -.&mi ah- 0-rice w6uid mo* 20 copp&ssbn we& '. - 
- irot fork rimnp sfone-hearted. I _._  
- .  "By people we mean the .400.~00 indusfrial Gorkers and . . 
Eaborers whose refireme* funds hare been robbed, and-fr& - e L ~  
whom all benefits are being taken away, whose housi~~g con-- , 
&its of single rooms in $enemexat hoasei, whose salaries -go *-. . 
born the hands of the employer fo fhye of the money lander, * . 
whose --future is a cut in wages and dismissal, whose -life is * 
- .me of never-ending work. and whose- only hope for .rest lies 
- in fhe grave. / '  ; 
"By people we mean the IOO.OW share croppers who live 
and die working a land that is not theirs, contempla?ing it as - 
.Moses diq f he Promised Land. only f o die before managing 30. , 
- - own it and. like feudal slav$s. having to pay- b r  the use of - 
Wi land wifh a large part of the crop. and who can neither - 
' 
love that 'land nor improve it or beautify it by planiing a 
cedar or an orange tree. because they know not when the bailiff 
will covme around wifh the rural guard to tell them they must 
leave. r' 
"By people we mean the 30,000 self-sacrificing teachers 
and professors, so indispensablet for the better destiny of future 
- generafions, who are so badly treaied and poorly paid. 
,A- "By people we mean the 20.000 debt-ridden small mer- 
chants. ruined by the economic crisis and to whom venal public 
officials are dealing the finishing blow. 
"By people we mean the 10,000 young professionals: doc- 
tors. engineers, lawyers. veterinarian% dentists. teachers, - 
pharmacists. journalisis, painters. sculpt ars. ef c., who leave - A 
fhe universif ies wifh f heir degrees willing t o fight for- a living 
and full of hopes only To find themselves in a deadLend alley, 
with all doors closed to their clamor and pleas. 
'Those are the ones I call people, those are- the ones I 
mean when I say people, the ones that suffer all *he misfor- 
funes and because of it are capable of fighting courageously!" - 
If we extract from that description the fighresaon the 
basic labor force, we see that out of 1,600,000 industrial 
and agricuJtura1 workers and sharecroppers, more than 
one-third were totally unemployed while almost another, 
- third were unemployed eight months. of the year. Is it 
-hard to understand why they finally undertook a revolu- - 
. tion? k 
. To round-out the picture, we should of course take into '7 
'consideration the fact that this large- "overpopulation" in ' 
Cuba was a great convenience to the American suga~ in- ' . 
terests.' They paid four months wages to a skilled and - 
highly industrious labor force and then put those hundreds".'. $,I 
of thousands of- workers into mothballs for the next kight ?r 
. 'mogths. During those months, the "dead time," the ~\ibans 
.couM not even work at their own crops, for they were 
denied access\ to the land although much of it was uncu-l---, 
& 40 * . t. 
\ 
1- 
. . / - -_ + . >  . .- ' 
tiTB-*::: ,S$&e(a. ' '. *&. .t.ww1t: . 
. is%& -;ble of- . - _ - .  feeding . . a . popul$tio&m'~n$;iwg ' 
8 , r .  lmgf& 1 - ;. . . . . - r  1 '  
- + Eubk is ,: n ~ t . .  ex~eptf~r3.d~ o*' is a. , hqngry ' p-t. 
' 
H-: . ' .  - .  are . some suggestive figures &om an * editorial .in'- @e - 
D&. I&, 1959, Christian Science Monitor: s. 
.8Triergg h now a u i  2850,000,000 pernods on our fl-% , 
Ody abouf tSOQ,WO;MO af &hem. are adequately fed. That 
me&w that almost seven times as many people as there arc 5s 
' 
tIr6 enf:i& U d e d  Sfates go 20 bed hungry .every -nigh*. 0 f  the 
31),000;000 children born this year. more than half are Prb 
keiu&l adequately fed. 
% ' '?In pa& of South Asia children eaf onlg twa meals a day, . . .  
and sometimes skip days before the next food comes in. Ik 
&die -25 per kenf of the pdpdation is wifhoui housing, A 
&eei'ot &he field is their only address." 
- - ~ o i h ~  to bed hungry is, natbrally, a xuod thing f ~ d  
tkie1B£althusian point of view. It reminds you df- the need. 
pkactice cobtinenee so that thexworld's popukition won% 
-Weigh the earth by the year 4460 A.D. 
I n  his excellent book, _"The Geography of Hunger,": 
-&sue de Castro lays the blame fpr the worrd's &ndem&' 
hnger exactly where it belongs: 
"Hunger has been chiefly created by the inhuman exploifa- 
ii* of colonial riches by the laiifundia and one-crop chlture . 
w&eh lay waste the colony, so that the exploiting country can 
fake too aheaply the raw materials its prosperous induqrial - 
economy requires. For economic reasons -misery was hidden 
f r M  the world's eyes: tragedies like that of Chin% where in 
&he ninefeenih century some hundred d i o n  individuals 
-. starved h death, or like that of India, where twenty millioa-- . 
people died of hunger in the lasg thirty years of the cenfury, 
sere glossed over." 
~e Castr-o ihcludes vitamin deficiencies in his survey 
of hunger, saying about this: 4 
/= 
"The feudal, slave regime of southern agriculture, based, 
.on the monoculture of- cotton, implanted pellagra in this region 
of ihe Unifgd States just as the monoculture of sugar plan34 
vilhmin hunger along with -the cane in certain of the Antilles, 
- and as the mono-exploitation of rubber brought beriberi to the 
Amaxon basin. In each of fhese cases, hunger has been cul- 
' iiv-d by man himself: it has arisen as a man-made plague." ,. 
The Malthusians are fond of pointing to South America 
as a prime example of abysmal poverty and hunger dae 
$0. .an i "exploding" population. De Castro indicates. , # the 
m e  story: - 1. ' -  . - 
-.. -, "Tbl prevailing s t a a i o n  ih Sauth America - is i :db& ' 
; -uence. of ihe continent's -historical pw*. .Th& 
%Ei!j-k.* : -  ' . , ,  . 
- .  . - 
ti 
k one ofJcolonial exploiiafion along mercaniile lines. It de- . .t 
retdped through successive eciinomic h d e s  the effect of which - 4 
was to *troy. or at least tap- the economic integrity of . .i 
the continent. There were *e - cycle, of gold. the cycle- of : 
sugar. the cycle of precious stones, the cycle of coffee. fh+ cycle J 
, of rubber, the cycle-of oil. And during the course of each of : / 7  
&em cpdes. one finds a whole region giving ifself up entirely 
to the m~noculture, or mono-expIoitaiion, of a single pzo&c& 
4 the same time forgefting everyfhing else, and thus wasting 
sihral wealfh and negleding the potentialiies of regiod-  
food supply. 
"The one-crop culture of cane sugar in f i e  Brazilian 
, f
nahheast is a good example. This area once had one of the 
few really fertile tropical soils. It had a &mate favorable lm 
bgriculture, and if was originally covered with a forest growfh 
' 
extremely rich in fruit trees. Today, the  all-absorbing, self- 
destnictive sugar industry has stripped all the available laed 
and covered if completely wifh sugar cane: as a result this is 
one of the st arpafion -areas of the contineat ." 
' 
, Imperialism has plundered our annihilated 
- entire populations, condemned hundreds of millions of 
human beings- to death .by starvation and doomed the 
fnajority-of mankind today to chronic hunger. As De Cas- 
tro shows inhis bqok, not even the American people withL. 
the highest standard of living in the world have escaped 
the ravages of this ruthless economic system. 
. Rdbert J. Lampman, economics professor at the Uni- 
versity' of Wisconsin, recently made a study indicating 
, how widespread poverty actually is in the United States 
today. In the Dec. 26, 1959, issue of Labor, weekly news- 
- paper of the railroad unions, we find the following sum- 
mary of his findings: - L  , 
"Using official figures, Lampman found that in 1957 fully ' 
. 19  per cent of all Americans had poverty incomes. He defined 
such !nome as $2,500 a year or less (at 1957 prices) for d 
: family of four - and corregpondingly less or more for smaller , 
, or larger families. For a family of two. for example, ihe 
poverly income level would .be $1,638 or .less a year. 
"Thus. nearly a fifth o f  all Americans live in deep pov- 
, eriy. In addition. Lampman found, 30 miliion more live onF 
the fringe of poverty - making less than enough to maintain 
modest birt 'adequate' living standards. 
. "This minimum 'adequate' income is officially estimatdd a2 
$4,000 a year (at 1957 prices) for a family of four. In 1957. 
Lampman found, 38 per cent of all Americans - 62,000,000 
people - had less t 
If the Malthusi 
62,000,000 people w 
selves sterilized for the sake of el 
!a ------B- "'-ad ,ef FI-a-lre . , -- --- --r P ----r,F - - - -  - in 
.. The ~a1thusian theory- reduces man to little 
- than gullet and a set of reproductive _organs. viewing 
-, L I _  . food sources as relatively fixed, the Malthusian sees no 
':,'- way of assuring gullets of the future their wherewithal . 
- ,  
A - 
unless today's reproductive organs are neutered i n  on 
-.:?- wa? or another. The supply of gullets must be kept 
2:' balance with the supply of roast beef and apple pie: 
I;- otherwise the world will go communist. The Malthusian - 
program can -thus be stated in a single sentence: 
F o r  the sterilization of human b e h i ,  especially the 
&red ones in coloniiil areas! . 
2 
=- - We can see 'why sucha program appeals to those who 
'i:i -, :- depend . on stocks, bonds, rents and interest for their live- 
Z i .  -lihood. It comes. natural iri these .circles to agree that 
$;* 
: parkites must be unintelii'gent to multiply faster + tlgn ', .y
$- their source of nutrition. . FKc- r-F-- .T*rL .ye -q . i  . 
- A>& . + '*.(: %-. Marxists take a decidedly differenfvgk of hd&iiQK 
They note that man has hands and a brain, the capacity 
to'use tools and an inclination for teamwork. These have 
made him, ,in distin~tioxf~ tb all other animals, a food 
producer. This% the secret of mankind's conquest of the 
. ' earth, a conquest that would yemain an impenetrable 
--3 
mystery if we were to'confine ouGelves to Malthusian con- 
k * cep'ts; (Where did these &panding numbers get their food?) 
.* 
In- remote antiquity, when human beings were only 
' *food gatherers, hunger was. to be expected. Even after 
shifting from hunting, stock raising and culture of 
plants, famine'remained i n  ever-present threat due to the , 
lsw techn'ologicai level, 1n ' (bdayYs world, hunger is com- \ 
. -- 
pletely abnormal. Humanity can produce all it needs and - 
- many times over'. l!breover, mads capacity to  incrkase his 
food supply expands with the increase in-  population and 
; an ever higher rate th&. popuiation growth. A big 
population is an asset,. not a liability, Failure to see. this 
rather obvious fact is the basic flaw - in the Malthusian 
argument. 
The truth is. that the world now has at its disposal 
more than sufficient means to rqptpidly eliminate the hunger . 
-and poverty inherited- from past ages. The same means, 
rationally. developed, could soon assure everyone on this - 
planet a decent living. Luxury for all, including abundant 
leisure time, could be realized within relatively few years.. - 
These means are not a reced acquisition like the 
-95 43 6- 
.t. imperialist c~nBiet. On top of this include what cod& . .-- .. 
. , . ' - -bye  - bees do- with the nieans d production that. .ye& ,..=.; 
01Lt. I . > - -  , /- . - t l  - ,: > 
*: .you have iinished visualizing how t h  qi&$t$ , ; 
- Spces;ioaki b v &  advanced civilizationj please rqSqt- it k , - 
'*.$he far greater scale of World War 11.. 
-A+  C 
.- - Finally add all the waste effokt going into prep$& - - 
.$ions fos World? War 111. Sinci  Truman dropped the fin# 
+ actmi&- bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasak?, the- U.S. alozk! 
.. his been spending some ~$46,b00,000,00O a -year"on 'fDpera- . m',r 
tiom Nuclear Annihilation." I 3 
Suppose that the trillions- Spent in--thk past half ckn- 
h& to destroy the ffmer of humanitf and. the we&a' '. 
$ccuinulated by generations 'had, been wisely Cinvestedh - , . . -  - - kckools and hospitals and homes, in mines and mills, farm$. I 
kid factories, highways and railroads, ships and - parts; ..; / I  
wouldn't ours now be a world r .  of bouhdleess abundant%? . L. . , ,  
- , m o  can doubt it! 
,L 
': ,,c;' 
- A If you really stop to think about +t, consideratidnc . :,, 
.py&?zfuI as these are not needed 
-the means to end poverty quite rap 
. kheze, we would -be today hadall  {the fa 
- kfb~&.tdowh iri. epressions qnd recessions in the 
*&ntfiry been run, &t top capacity. Or 'consider h 
- . ;&&%lp$ T - , .  a e a a  . we would be if we ha4 elimhate 
.-- -. c,atiQn-m@ appalling was& d 
* - 
if tki& bilIions of. dollms spent in-, 
- .  - .  p&.,,t& 'i&?f ~1 p&p,e. . C6i  
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-4,; - . . , -  , . b . }-- . l .I $T&e&jk am-&onOmy woU1;d .be if:.-&e. & t t i . w ; , ~ . : - l r ?  
I* 
. - , *. a*. . - 3.: .weez ye&&aka,. the ,swouek gt*ent, b & e & w q ;  : .'< 
tr&qedd &Wn, md 'the millions 6f mpeople wai;$'ti& #&e&; :--; 
- Eyes these @ursui%s were givkn - wo-rthwhire ~ ~ e ~ ~ a t ~ u & s . ~  _ 
' 
'* ,- . !tEe pfasitic way 'of  life to  which our rulers :&: . . , 
-&customed is another costly item worth eriamhingi b l t  ? r' 
far. .more important is %heir habituai policy - of ' b l a .  -' 
b ~ i 6  industry -from running at full capacity. Most in- , 
-jui&us of all is the barrier deliberately created by the- . 
~~anop6lie-i to expanding our industries a t ,  the rate ,the ' 
-* peeds of the people call - for. If our industries were just; ,J 
turned loose, this alone would quickly give us such wealth, - .  % 
provided it .were-properly distributed, as to make hunger : 
. and GveJty a- thing of the past. -- 
= - All right, many voice's among the, younger generatim - 
reply; all this was not- our responsibility. Our parents 
md grandparents failed to -meet the obligations bf their. 
. time. But our generation can correct alI this. -We can end, - 
the capitalist nightmare and assure the victory of socialism;. ,- 
We will do everything in our power to arouse our genera- 
I 
tion to its great responsibility and its uinparalleled oppor- - 
- t ~ i t y .  Still we are not sure about the food supply after- . - 
we-win. . < . -- - 
Let .us suppose then athat America has gone socialist. , 
in the U.S.A. was sufficient to knock the pinis .- 
out:fr6m capitalism in the rest of the.world; and the ~okiet : . . 
korkers carried through the restoration of proletaripq . 
' . 
democraqy in their area. Economic rivalries and patianal + 
hatkds have been displaced by their opposites - ec&omid : 
collaboration and the brotherhood of man. ~he~-bes t  minds .. 
6'f all countries have assembled to work out preliminary ,.: 
plans - for a joint effort of all peoples fo make this earth . ;- 
9 - 
really habitable.. - 
What about the food supply?- '~e can' irn&ine 'the: - -  
delegates from Africa and South America reporting that . ' ' . 
,- i f jo~ly 20-per cent of the land reserves in those continent+ - ' 
are counted, 900,000,000 more acres are immediately av& . *3: 
, - 5  , '.able: for-  cultivation. The delegates fiom Oceania reprt '. :.-- . I , . 
+inpther 100,000,000 acres available in their area. The Bus- -I&. 
$iraG and Canadians might report another 300,000j0@@ am@- '+ : : *. 
$ij#hble if . only 10 per . cejn't of their subpolar' soils &&: :ki - "-..J:: 
' i h b g h t  i;ntb"productioi~ ' This would increase the Uioid*$!i.: 3- :
' I.& ?:&@iva,ted +. .- . area to sdme 3,000,000,006 acres; leaving;mtb&k-;:-2 . I .f 
6 ': pt@sibfe 7 000,000,000 acres for :fu%her ' exploratios .&$;a 
i- -. , ,- - * i -
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*' . 
are copihced that .we. can restore this. Natmally-! 5- 
',t, k&e pqttljng ba*. into -p.ro@uctiun the 22,~,006 awes of ' I  ; : 
4' . 
;- f , - - h-* @*t&t-were. with&&m in the old 'soil bank? ~ l s ; b ,  + c  
.' ab muwe, we are making available immediately $9,0@@#OOf~ + 
OW3 m cqn  . .  .& wheat and we don't kriow how -mud& but:: - . ,  . .  '  
6er a d  canned- s t d ?  stored h caves by the old gqvernmept,. - - 
@at may @till prove edible. And our farmers a&. sayiw-* . . .  ,tw how that taey are free to really start farming,~:&hey'~.. -, U* 
#6&g t6 break all the old records in producing food." - _  4 ' 
,. .
On this. basis a population of 28,000,000,080 - ten timed . : 
the present figure -could be fed comfortably-even on? ' .  
\ ' $he basis of old. techniques. 
1 - However, 'the world's best kcientists might bring- in a.7 
preliminary report on some stirring possibilities. "Since we . .- 
f?o lower have to waste our talents on. producing fi'endisb' 
Whgs '-like H-bombs, nerve gases \and self-guiding rocket 
*silts, we can now turn our attention to what we have - 
long wm@d to do. Already we see immense potentialities 
in farming the sea - not to mention extracting minerals: 
and metals from it. In addition we know from rather { *  
primitive experiments carried out in. capitalist days, that' 
' ~ y ~ ~ P ~ n i i c s  may prove to be one t$ our best bets; we can' 
ow bigger, tktiet and'more nutritious fruits and vegetd 
bks in tanks than in soil, and we can use artificial = r 
All) this, df gttrse, constitutes ohly transitional mew'iires; 
f i e  future peints to synthetic foods; and laboratory repod, , 
h a d y  .indicate startling gains in this direction." . 
. We can see some bf the world's top engineers- and 
- 
. 4  
technicians impatiently waiting to report on the tools and--- 
machines available to mankind. In an advance release they 
rjtate'tket it will prove sobering to diseover how much of - 
bnr plant. equipment is obsolete but that even here thb . 
kirtuks of ratisnai planning will become evident. &chin& -'- 
?%at wantd-be junked in the race for profits ~niter capibP4 2 
fsm ean 1Se save& for many years of almost cost-free semi* ; ', 
while- fully. a&omaM plants are built in great eanlp@bx&i; -2; 
WSI- sdIeSnt .ppw,er ,he available for su&: ~ ~ o t ; 2 ~ :  
4 ' 
prow@? mat '. will- n6 d-ouBt .get a laugh.. p*!' %$rd ;::-j 
used,'t6 be a B&ittihusia~ bugaba~. IPIe ' d m e q  of !:if+ 
energy bslocfted~ &at ow - out. Besides - we have en--& ?ci 
- - \ : . by+- 
- ' 4 , ? 6 *  -. - . .  . , '-s -*... . -z+ 
. . ,  -. +$,y: 
i ., .*. .-1,> 
t 
I ._ - \ . 
- -  * - -+ 
- ie'sbttrces ine1t"he pdes and in $Mar radiaticm d x i &  ,i&. . 
ma$heda untapped untier capitalism. EI& water power ~ ' 
still to, be fGlly develbped. -We proposedo save our f w d  
-&efs fpr much more. fruitful use than burning them ril) 
tihe way they-did in the days of capitalist savagery." 
- " .  
Our conservationists will take their place, too, u 
'fie batteries of. TV cameras as the world listens fo - 
, - _  - 
--- ment in old a 
skills and Casgs 
- liquidating poveity and hunger? What will +rally- &ta#et 
t h  is Wle mighty chalknge 'of building . a S~uly 
4 ciyiliiatidn on this earth. . . I I ?  
-5. 
% -- . . -. 
1 -  - . - 7 - -  - . '. . 'T 
WiIl the of - the labor force be a question- of- -. , 
: - :$. I. portwee? Undoubtedly it will. Most likely ?when the W O F ! ~  - - 
. pool of manpower is carefully studied, it -will be f ~ ~ n d  '7':i::: - ?  
, - .pnaO in?eli)tion to the task of cleaning up the untidy mes~:+.+ 
\ ,  left by capitalism; and certawly it wiil be regarded as on@ , 
- ' 9 pioneer b a d  in -building- the brighi new system of s d - i  
r' c~lism, a society' that will eventually mobilize the co11ee . + , ,  
tive effort of tens of billions of human beings. ' 
I Some of the leaders of the Chinese people, after they 
' 
had kicked out the Chiang dictatorship, made the mistake . 
of thinking they had- too many people. In 1956 they even 
put .qn an intensive birth-control campaign - not just to- . 
disseminate the elemental information evejrone is entitled 
t o  know and use, but as a government drive to lower the 
bktth rate. Then as their economic planfiing began to gather 
momentum they were surprised by labor shortages. That 
was .in the most populous country on earth. -m 
''All right," some half-Malthusian may still argue-, "bus 
pulation will become a problem. 
pr. TO sol- ! problems that belong 
t o  a-future generation in .a society qualitatively different -:' 
from ours? Or to let ourselves be diverted by speculation * + , 
-oi how such things will be worked out by our descendants? 
We all do all right if we succeed in solving the. problem 
of bur time - the relatively simple problem facing our @ 
generation of bringing order and planning into the world's # 
economic system. d 
;:&% 
Frederick Engels had something to say on this  in a * 
'1; &tier to Karl Kautsky,Feb. 1, 1881. His wise observation % 
@& ss still pertinent: ~ @ i F ~ > . ~ ~ $ *  9 
+c 5 - - >L%E? -$?!Id $3 ' . :-E,z? 
, - .: "mere is. of course. the abstract possibility that the . 
- 
, dWnib,& of people will become so grgat 'that limits will have , 
- io be set to'theit increase. But i f  at some stage commulzisf 
socie*~ finds ifself obliged to regulate the production of h&an- . 
beings. just as it has already come to regulate the production 
d.things, it will be preisely this society. and this society 
--alone. which can carry this out without difficulty. It does - 
.. not . seem to me that it would be at all difficult in such a - 
e e t y  to achieve by planning a result which has already. 
been produced spontaneously. without planning. in France a d  - 
Loner Austria. At any rate. ii is for &he people in the com- . 
13~~niat sodefy themselves to decide whether. when, and how :, 
ahis is to be done. and what means they wish to employ far . -  
the purpose. I do not feel called upon to make propasals or , 
gire -thegn -adrice about it. These people. in anp case, will , , 
- .wely noi be any less intelligent than we are,'! 
q&j a*.. 
- .  .&*. 
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